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ABSTRACT
This dissertation focuses on the development and evaluation of portable sensory aug-
mentation systems that render skin-stretch feedback of posture for standing balance
training and for postural control improvement.
Falling is one of the main causes of fatal injuries among all members of the popu-
lation. The high incidence of fall-related injuries also leads to high medical expenses,
which cost approximately $34 billion annually in the United States. People with
neurological diseases, e.g., stroke, multiple sclerosis, spinal cord injuries, and the el-
derly are more prone to falling when compared to healthy individuals. Falls among
these populations can also lead to hip fracture, or even death. Thus, several balance
and gait rehabilitation approaches have been developed to reduce the risk of falling.
Traditionally, a balance-retraining program includes a series of exercises for trainees
to strengthen their sensorimotor and musculoskeletal systems. Recent advances in
technology have incorporated biofeedback such as visual, auditory, or haptic feed-
back to provide the users with extra cues about their postural sway. Studies have
also demonstrated the positive effects of biofeedback on balance control.
However, current applications of biofeedback for interventions in people with
impaired balance are still lacking some important characteristics such as portabil-
ity (in-home care), small-size, and long-term viability. Inspired by the concept of
light touch, a light, small, and wearable sensory augmentation system that detects
body sway and supplements skin stretch on one’s fingertip pad was first developed.
The addition of a shear tactile display could significantly enhance the sensation to
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body movement. Preliminary results have shown that the application of passive skin
stretch feedback at the fingertip enhanced standing balance of healthy young adults.
Based on these findings, two research directions were initiated to investigate i) which
dynamical information of postural sway could be more effectively conveyed by skin
stretch feedback, and ii) how can such feedback device be easily used in the clinical
setting or on a daily basis.
The major sections of this research are focused on understanding how the skin
stretch feedback affects the standing balance and on quantifying the ability of hu-
mans to interpret the cutaneous feedback as the cues of their physiological states.
Experimental results from both static and dynamic balancing tasks revealed that
healthy subjects were able to respond to the cues and subsequently correct their
posture. However, it was observed that the postural sway did not generally im-
prove in healthy subjects due to skin stretch feedback. A possible reason was that
healthy subjects already had good enough quality sensory information such that the
additional artificial biofeedback may have interfered with other sensory cues. Exper-
iments incorporating simulated sensory deficits were further conducted and it was
found that subjects with perturbed sensory systems (e.g., unstable surface) showed
improved balance due to skin stretch feedback when compared to the neutral standing
conditions. Positive impacts on balance performance have also been demonstrated
among multiple sclerosis patients when they receive skin stretch feedback from a
sensory augmentation walker. The findings in this research indicated that the skin
stretch feedback rendered by the developed devices affected the human balance and
can potentially compensates underlying neurological or musculoskeletal disorders,
therefore enhancing quiet standing postural control.
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Imagine you are walking on a wood log. Instinctively, you would extend your arms
on both sides to maintain your balance while walking on it. This can be explained by
the dynamics of rotational motion; by extending both arms outwards your moment
of inertia with respect to the rotational axis is increased, and hence your body is
more resistant to rotation. Now, imagine as you raise your arms, you can touch an
object at your fingertips. The object is fixed in position such as a wall or railings.
Under these circumstances your body also becomes more stable. But why? The
mystery behind this can be explained by the effect of “light touch” — the cutaneous
feedback perceived through mechanoreceptors in our skin. It is found that by lightly
touching an external, rigid surface with your fingertip, postural stability would be
significantly improved. This fingertip cue is an additional source of sensory infor-
mation, providing body sway and arm position information. Such information can
be used to identify the direction of postural sway and to allow anticipatory mus-
cle activation, and therefore improve postural control performance [4] [5] [6] [7] [8].
Not surprisingly, with more useful sensory information, one may perform better in
motor tasks. Maintaining balance seems like a simple motor task in humans, and
we do it almost every day. However, when one or more sensory systems are im-
peded, such as standing on a unstable surface or walking inside a dark room, the
information received by us may be wrong or insufficient, with the consequence of
increasing the risks of falling. For the elderly or people with neurological disorders
(e.g., stroke, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s disease, etc), falls are common due to
degraded or impaired sensorimotor functions. Loss of sensation and muscle weak-
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ness could severely impact one’s sense of balance, and eventually lead to serious falls.
Preventing falls is important, especially for people with degraded balance or im-
paired strength such as elderly or people suffering from neuromuscular diseases.
Studies have shown that elderly people tend to sway more and postural control
declines physiologically with age. Similarly, increased risk of falling observed from
neuromuscular disease patient population is also associated with the balance and
gait impairment, muscle weakness or other sensory disturbance. Balance impair-
ment is a critical risk factor for falling which makes balance retraining necessary
for preventing falls in these population. Over the past three decades, strength and
balance retraining programmes/interventions have been developed. It is found that
programs incorporating motor, sensory, and cognitive systems are more effective
than strength training alone. How to effectively improve the sense of balance is
a key question that researchers and therapists should think about when designing
rehabilitation programs. Robotic assistive devices have been developed to improve
postural stability and mobility. Such assistive devices augment muscle strength by
coupling itself with the target body segment or augment the sensory information by
providing additional biofeedback sources. The former can be illustrated by robotics
exoskeletons for treadmill training (e.g., Lokomat) or overground training (e.g, Re-
Walk, Ekso Bionics, REX, etc). These devices can offer sufficient weight support and
can increase the stability of patients’ stance or gait. They also reduce labor effort
for physical therapists. However, the “2010 Veterans Administration/Department of
Defense (VA/DoD) guidelines” recommends against the use of robotics for the lower
extremity [9]. There is evidence that such training methods are ineffective and do
not have a better outcome when compared to conventional therapies. One reason
could be that robotic training does not provide adequate challenge to the users to
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facilitate their motor learning. Therefore, instead of a device that only mitigates the
undesired event, the event information such as users’ training performance should
also be provided in real time to adjust appropriate difficulty level for users. This
concept echoes the biofeedback-based devices which can augment or substitute weak
or missing sensory signals of the user with additional visual, auditory, haptic or mul-
timodal feedback.
In this thesis, biofeedback-based devices using haptic feedback for balance re-
training are presented. The reasons that haptic feedback is favored are as follows.
First, this research is inspired by the concept of light touch. As mentioned in the
first paragraph, light touch contact on an external stationary surface could stabilize
body posture. The effects of light touch has been widely investigated in standing
and walking but none of these previous studies have used an ungrounded, portable
or wearable device as a source for light touch sensation. Specifically, the light touch
sensation is recreated by inducing shear force at one’s fingertips. It is referred to as
skin stretch feedback in this thesis. Second, compared to vision and hearing, haptic
feedback offers a unique feedback strategy with which one can identify, interpret and
respond to cues received in the physical world. This could be useful in optimizing
the subject performance. Haptic feedback is also a natural way for communicating
information between humans or between humans and our surrounding environment,
whereas audiovisual cues may be harder to identify under noisy environments or
improper lighting conditions. More details about the different sensory feedback de-
vices from previous studies are discussed in Chapter 2. The research questions to be
answered by this work are i) Whether the sensory augmentation using skin stretch
feedback can improve control of balance during quiet standing? ii) What kinds of
information should be conveyed for improving postural balance? iii) How can such
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information be delivered in an intuitive way via skin stretch feedback? iv) Can such
feedback device be easily used in the clinical setting or in home or on a daily basis?
Research findings are summarized in Chapter 7.
1.2 Outline of Thesis
This thesis presents the motivation, methodologies, and experimental results for
using augmented skin stretch feedback in real-time postural control. The current
chapter introduces the motivation behind this research, the outline of thesis, and the
main contribution from this research. Chapter 2 provides background information
about human balance, the importance of balance retraining, and a summary of ex-
isting research in the fields of biofeedback-based rehabilitation and the studies that
support the view of using skin stretch feedback in improving motor learning.
Chapter 3 presents the development of a portable sensory augmentation device
that can induce skin stretch feedback on the fingertip. The motivation for repro-
ducing the effect of light touch and the relevant studies are presented. Balance
experiments were conducted to study the effectiveness of the skin stretch feedback
device in improving balance control. In these experiments, different sensory deficit
conditions were simulated in healthy young subjects to investigate how the additional
sensory information could improve their balance.
Chapter 4 investigates whether velocity information of body sway is a more useful
sensory feedback than position information in quiet standing balance. The findings
from previous modeling studies have emphasized the importance of velocity informa-
tion in the postural control system. The feedback control model that investigated
the contribution of sensory information and the stochastic behavior of quiet standing
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along with the balance metrics derived based on these models are introduced. The
position and velocity information of body sway was rendered by the device described
in Chapter 3. Experiments were conducted on healthy young subjects to study the
effects of augmented bodily information including position, velocity, and a combina-
tion of the two on quiet standing performance. Three different balance assessments
(traditional measures, stabilogram diffusion analysis and invariant density analysis)
were applied to better quantify the quiet standing behavior and to compare the re-
sults from these assessment methods.
Chapter 5 presents a wrist-worn device that induces lateral skin stretch on the
wrist. In our everyday life, wearing a fingertip device might hinder the ability to
grasp objects, touch a surface, or perform many routine activities. This motivates
the design of a wrist-worn device. Ultimately, such a sensory augmentation device
was developed not only for use in the rehabilitation setting, but also everyday use.
In this chapter a pilot study was conducted on healthy young subjects to evaluate
their abilities to dynamically shift their weights by following the skin stretch cues
received through the wrist-worn device. Visual feedback of posture information was
also incorporated to investigate the effectiveness of visual, skin stretch and multi-
modal feedback in the dynamic stance balance control.
Chapter 6 introduces the design and development of a sensory augmentation
walker for balance rehabilitation. A novel skin stretch device was built into the han-
dle of a conventional four-wheeled walker. Walking aids such as canes and walkers
are essential for the elderly or people with neuromuscular disorders to increase their
stability and mobility. While these devices provide partial weight support or feed-
back of surrounding environment, a potential fall may still occur due to the lack of
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attention or impaired sense of balance. To improve the sense of balance of users
while using a walking aid, a sensory augmentation walker that renders postural cues
was developed. Various state of the art on smart mobility aids incorporating sensors
and actuators and hand-held haptic devices are presented. In the first half of this
chapter, methods, experimental setup and results of a perceptual study for discerning
the skin stretch cues at the fingertip and palm are presented. The latter half exam-
ines the use of this sensory augmentation walker in improving the sense of balance
among people with multiple sclerosis. Overall, subjects could follow the skin stretch
cues perceived at their fingertips while actively correcting their posture. The results
highlight the potential benefit of incorporating such sensory feedback into mobility
aids for enhancing user’s control of balance.
This thesis concludes in Chapter 7. A summary presents the findings and high-
lights the important insights of this research. Recommended future directions and
applications of this work are also presented.
1.3 Contributions
The primary contribution in this thesis is establishing the feasibility and value of
portable sensory augmentation devices using skin stretch feedback for balance re-
training and postural control. Specific contributions are as follows.
• A novel, wearable, lightweight fingertip-worn device that provides light skin
stretch feedback of postural sway was developed. Unlike previous approaches
that require a stable surface or grounded devices for light touch contact of the
finger, this device is portable and compact while also applying light touch cues
on the fingertip.
• This study evaluated fingertip skin stretch feedback in providing postural sway
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information and comparison of position, velocity and combined information of
postural sway. The results from these experiments can provide a better under-
standing of which bodily information is more effective for control of standing
balance. The augmented velocity information of postural sway has been found
to improve quiet standing balance more effectively compared to position infor-
mation.
• A novel, wearable, light-weight wrist-worn device that provides lateral skin
stretch on postural sway was developed. The device reproduces the physical
contact of the environment that a swaying person would experience, which has
established a new mapping strategy for balance control and waypoint naviga-
tion. The haptic actuation is relatively simple and offers an intuitive way for
conveying posture information. This wrist-worn device is also a viable alter-
native when performing the activities of daily living that require use of the
hands.
• A framework incorporating a sensory feedback device into a conventional walk-
ing aid was proposed. This device renders users’ posture information as a means
of improving their sense of balance while supported by a mechanical device.
Unlike the existing walking aids that primarily offer partial weight-support and
force feedback of surrounding obstacles, the sensory feedback rendered by this
device can encourage walker users actively engage in postural control. The
experimental results and feedback obtained from the multiple sclerosis sub-





An upright human body is inherently unstable, since two-thirds of the body mass
is distributed over two-thirds of body height above the ground [1]. To maintain an
upright posture, our central nervous system (CNS) needs to continuously fuse mul-
tisensory inputs and simultaneously control different motor outputs, which involves
interplay among all levels of the CNS, from the spinal cord to cerebral cortex. Ap-
propriate corrective torques must be generated to resist the torque due to gravity,
this kind of corrective torque can be classified as “active” or “passive” torque. For
“active torque”, multiple channels of inputs from sensory systems are necessary, and
it involves a time delay due to dynamic sensorimotor processes [10]. While the “pas-
sive torque”, acting without time delay, is set by joint stiffness through the CNS
at specific balance control sites [11]. Results from the study by Peterka [12] have
supported the view that “active torque” generated from feedback control mechanism
only is sufficient to account for postural control behavior.
Feedback control mechanism adapts the sensory information for us to correct
movements. Three major sensory systems contribute to the postural balance includ-
ing visual, vestibular and somatosensory systems [1] [10] [12]. Vision allows us to
detect the surrounding environments and relative orientation to the physical world.
In general, visual input dominates over other sensory inputs and is a primary source
to account for postural adjustment at low frequency. It also plays an important role
for learning new balancing skills under various tasks and conditions. The vestibular
system consists of receptors in macular otoliths and semicircular canals which detect
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the linear and angular acceleration of the head, respectively. It is responsible for
our sense of “verticality” and for triggering the response to unexpected falling. The
somatosensory system includes the cutaneous mechanoreceptors that perceive the
pressure of the object on skin and proprioceptors that detect the joint position and
movement. Different from the visual and vestibular receptors which locate in the head
and control human body independently, somatosensory receptors distribute all over
the body, informing the qualities of the support surface and the forces exerting on the
surface during standing. Combining with vestibular information, proprioceptors at
the neck detect the position and velocity of trunk movement, providing another key
information for the postural control system. How these sensory systems contribute
individually to balance control has been studied over the past three decades using
developed biomechanical models and experiments [13] [14] [10] [15] [12] [16]. Results
from these studies have supported the view of “feedback control mechanism” in pos-
tural control behavior that the postural control system is able to re-weight sensory
inputs depending on the context and task, and also have extended our knowledge on
human stance control for further development of rehabilitation approaches.
2.1.1 Standing Balance
Maintaining stability in quiet standing is a fundamental motor skill that human
has explored and acquired in early childhood. This seemingly simple task requires
highly-coordinated CNS to transform mulitsensory inputs into appropriate bodily
information. Using this information, the body orientation relative to the prior state
can be estimated, and muscles of different segments are activated to control the
body movement and prevent from falling. There are several sources leading to the
postural imbalance including internal forces from the body’s own movement and
external forces from the surrounding environment or due to gravity. These forces
9
Figure 2.1: Postural sway in anterior-posterier direction during quiet standing,
adapted from [1]
accelerate the center of mass (COM) of the body and cause the postural sway. Fig.
2.1 depicts the postural control behavior during quiet standing over time using an
inverted pendulum model. At the initial time t1, subject stands quietly in a upright
posture, with the body’s center of gravity (COG) ahead of the center of pressure
(COP). COG is the point where the COM projects onto and COP is the point where
the ground reaction force exerting on. Body weight W is equal to the ground reaction
force F and in an opposite direction. dF and dW represent the distances from the
ankle joint to the COP and COG respectively. Assuming the human body anchored
at the ankle joint as an inverted pendulum, a clockwise moment equals to Iα will be
produced due to the offset distance between COP and COG:
W ∗ dW − F ∗ dF = Iα (2.1)
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where I represents the moment of inertia of the whole body about the ankle joint
and α is the angular acceleration of the body. Forward sway occurs due to the clock-
wise moment as described in Eq. 2.1. In order to correct this moment, the subject
performs plantarflexion at the ankle joint to move the COP ahead of the COG (see
time point t2, Fig. 2.1). At this timing FdF is greater than WdW which reverses the
direction of α and results in a reversal of the angular velocity ω at t3. Now both
α and ω are counterclockwise thus a backward sway occurs. Such low frequencies
and relatively small amplitudes dynamics will be continuously acting over time that
characterizes the motion of postural sway.
Figure 2.2: Movement strategies for recovering equilibrium in response to an external
perturbation. Grey arrows represent the perturbation and the location it applies on,
adapted from [1].
A fall may occur when subjects are not able to control their COM within the
base of support (BOS). In stance, the BOS is the region between feet which is the
quadrangle bounded by the toes and heels. The CNS has an internal representation
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of the BOS to allow subjects to move around their neutral position and maintain
equilibrium [17]. The BOS of elderly or people with multisensory disorders are often
small or their CNS have inaccurate internal representation of this region that affect
their abilities to maintain equilibrium. When experiencing an external perturbation,
persons move their COM to stay within the BOS. In the anterior-posterior (AP)
direction, three movement strategies have been identified based on the biomechan-
ical constraint of the BOS: the ankle, hip and stepping strategies. When standing
persons sway naturally or are perturbed by a small amount of external forces, they
exert an torque at the ankle as a inverted pendulum (see Fig. 2.2) to drive the
COM back to the neutral position and maintain balance. This is called the ankle
strategy, which is the most commonly used response during quiet standing. As the
level of perturbation increases or the support surface becomes small or unstable, a
hip strategy would be utilized (Fig. 2.2). This strategy is seen more often in el-
derly individuals when moving their bodies in the AP direction [17]. Persons may
mix ankle and hip strategies in different perturbed situations. When both ankle
and hip strategies can not return COM within the BOS, a stepping strategy would
be initiated, to increase the BOS and maintain vertical alignment of the trunk and
head (Fig. 2.2). The postural goals or the characteristics of task could also influence
the selection among strategies for the maintenance of equilibrium and fall prevention.
In this thesis, the use of the ankle strategy is primarily studied for understanding
the control of balance during quiet standing. In this way the body is modeled
as an inverted pendulum with a single head-trunk-leg segment rotating about the
ankle joint. This model captures the relationship between the COP-COM and the
horizontal acceleration of the COM. Deriving from Eq. 2.1 and considering h as the
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COM height, the following equation can be obtained [11]:
COPx − COGx = (−I/Wh) ¨COGx (2.2)
where COPx and COGx are the COP and the COG in the AP direction, respectively.
¨COGx is the COG acceleration in the AP direction. The (COP-COM) signal is
considered as the error signal that the postural control system is sensing, since it is
directly related the COM acceleration. The cross-correlation has also been validated
in [11] and been used for modeling multisensory integration based on feedback control
by researchers [12] [18]. The majority of research have emphasized the differences
between COP and COM and these two measures should not be interpreted as the
same thing or even interchanged, which has been seen in many of the previous studies.
2.1.2 Walking Balance
Although standing balance has been intensively researched in the last four decades,
the control of balance during walking is still not clear. Maintaining balance while
in motion is considered a way more challenging motor task and invloves many more
relevant degrees of freedom compared to static balance. As described in the previous
section, the stance balance control is to keep the COM within the BOS, whereas
the study have shown that during walking, the COM moves forward along the me-
dial border of each support foot and never moves within the base of the foot [1].
The COM also heads toward the direction opposite to the direction of the COM
acceleration. Therefore the simple inverted pendulum model introduced in standing
balance is challenged. Ankle muscles alone are not enough for maintaining balance,
one should more safely place the swing foot on the desired location to prevent a
fall. Several control strategies have been introduced such as foot placement shift,
lateral ankle and hip strategy, and push-off modulation. Two important mechanisms
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among those are the stepping/foot placement strategy (as briefly described in Section
2.1.1) and lateral ankle strategy [19]. The control of the medial-lateral (ML) balance
becomes essential during walking due to the mechanically less stability in this direc-
tion [20]. More details regarding the balance strategies during walking can be found
in a recent comprehensive review [21]. In this thesis we will focus on both static and
dynamic balance during standing while the dynamic balance during locomotion will
be discussed in the future work.
2.2 Balance Retraining
Why is retraining balance so important?
Falls are common in elderly and are associated with morbidity, mortality and
significant public health problems. About one third to one half of elderly fall each
year [22], and study shows about two-thirds of chance to fall again in the subsequent
year among those fallers [23]. Falls could lead to different levels of consequences,
from pain, impaired fuction, fractures to loss of indpendence and even death. It is
the commonest cause of injury-related death in elderly aged over 75 [24]. Many of
these falls are due to postural imbalance. Studies have shown that elderly people
tend to sway more and postural control declines physiologically with age [25] [26].
Costs of health care also increase as falls increase. Falls are common not only in
older people, but also in people suffer from neuromuscular diseases such as stroke,
hemiplegia, multiple sclerosis (MS), and spinal cord injury, etc. For example, in the
literature, falls are the leading complication after acute stroke and even remain a
major health concern for post stroke survivors [27]. More than half of the MS sub-
jects fell at least once every six months [28] [29]. Increased risk of falling has been
observed among these patient population and it can be associated with the balance
and gait impairment, muscle weakness and spasticity, or other sensory disturbance.
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From the vast majority of studies, balance impairment has been found to be an crit-
ical risk factor for falling which makes balance retraining necessary for preventing
falls in elderly and people with neuromuscular disorders.
What are the existing balance retraining approaches?
Conventional balance retraining includes exercise programs designed in home
and/or in clinics. It consists of a set of exercise to strengthen the leg muscle, retrain
balance, increase flexibility or endurance, and reduce rate of falling. In addition,
robot-aided therapy has been incorporated into clinical practices to deliver high-
intensity, reproducible sensorimotor training for the past two decades. These robotic
exoskeletons allow treadmill or over ground training and actuating the user’s leg
joints or segments through a set of robotic links, which can also support user’s body
weight. Biofeedback devices are also widely seen in such training programs providing
real-time information about user’s performance. More realistic training environment
can also be realized by integrating Nintendo’s Wii Balance Board or Virtual Reality
(VR) into the conventional training approaches. Those biofeedback-based training
approaches have been shown positive improvement in balance across elderly or people
with neurological disorders. Examples and the effectiveness of these three methods
in improving postural balance are described as follows.
2.2.1 Conventional Therapy
A conventional balance training programme includes static and dynamic balanc-
ing tasks. For static balance training, maintaining a quadruped position, kneeling,
standing, and shifting weight to balance on one leg are some of the typical tasks.
For dynamic balance training, perturbation is introduced such as unreliable sup-
port surface under the feet in order to examine trainee’s ability to move within a
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given posture without loss of balance. Such training approach can be conducted
in a clinical setting or in home. A home exercise programme that has been widely
used is the Otago Exercise Program (OEP) [30]. It aims to prevent falls in elderly
and community-dwelling people by performing a series of exercise that strengthens
muscles and retraining balance. Home exercise programme targeting strength and
balance retraining has been found to be effective in reducing falls and injuries in
elderly people [31,32].
However, a common problem of the conventional training is that they are not
incorporating the human in a natural way. There is limited information about the
user’s performance. Therefore, the appropriate difficulty level for the training cannot
be adjusted.
2.2.2 Robot-assisted Therapy
Robotic therapy devices were designed to provide mechanical assistance to help in-
dividuals complete various training tasks [33]. This strategy aims to reproduce the
active assistance used by physical therapists (PT) during the rehabilitation training
to help the patient to complete the movement. For example, PT provides balance
and weight support during overground walking training; or helps moving the upper
extremity for reaching tasks. Initial devices for the lower extremity, such as the
Lokomat (Hocoma, Zurich, Switzerland) [34] and the Gait Trainer [35], assist sub-
jects in maintaining postural stability and achieving gait-like motions. These devices
can be physically attached to the subject and essentially tried to work in harmony
to achieve desired movements.
However, over assisting a patient using such devices could decrese the amount of
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Figure 2.3: Lokomat gait orthosis for lower-limb balance and gait training. Reprinted
from [2].
learning that could occur during training. In two key robotic therapy studies [36] [37],
the Lokomat was used for gait training by patients with stroke who were already
ambulatory and compared two control groups that trained with conventional gait
training techniques. While patients improved their gait speed through training with
the Lokomat, they improved less than via conventional training. One interpretation
is that the Lokomat created a training environment with too low of challenge by over
assisting the trainee.
Robotic exoskeletons have been developed to augment motor function and provide
physical support during training of the lower extremities for patients with paralysis
caused by SCI or stroke [38]. These devices can actuate one or more of the user’s
lower extremity joints and support upright posture in standing and walking. While
exoskeletons can provide some active balance control, it is important for users to know
how to shift their weight to stay balanced. For some users, this may be intuitive, but
for some, additional sensory information is needed depending on the type of injury,
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level of injury and/or sensory impairment.
2.2.3 Biofeedback-based Therapy
Additional sensory information can be provided by a physical therapist, or by incor-
porating additional biofeedback sources into the balance training. An existing tech-
nique using biofeedback approach is adopting the Nintendo Wii FitTM exergames
for dynamic balance training, and several studies have shown its feasibility for im-
proving balance among healthy [39], elderly [40] [41] and neurologically-impaired
populations [42] [43]. This kind of game-based system incorporates both visual and
auditory feedback to both the subject and therapist about the subject’s performance
in real-time. The additional biofeedback could increase the subject’s engagement on
repetitive movements and provide therapist immediate quantitative outcomes, there-
fore improving the training process. VR systems such as CAREN (Motek Medical
BV, Amsterdam, Netherlands) have been developed [3] to simulate dynamic envi-
ronments and challenge users to perform realistic motor tasks (Fig. 2.4). It is been
shown that such VR-based system can be a good feature for the traditional balance
intervention programs in improving postural control.
In addition to visual and auditory feedback, haptic feedback which can be ap-
plied to those parts of the body with complete sensation have shown effectiveness on
improving balance performance among healthy individuals [44] [45], individuals with
vestibular disorders [46] [47] or those with Parkinson’s disease [48]. Haptic feedback,
when placed in close proximity to the skin and in regions where the user experiences
adequate sensation, offers a unique feedback strategy: the opportunity to identify,
interpret and respond to cues that can be received in environments where audiovisual
cues may be harder to identify (i.e. noisy environments and/or improper lighting
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Figure 2.4: The virtural reality based system for balance rehabilitation. Reprinted
from [3].
conditions). The simplicity and safety characteristics make it a preferable option in
augmenting sensory information.
These rehabilitative interventions integrating additional biofeedback that could
compensate for the missing or weak sensory signals due to the impaired sensorimo-
tor system have demonstrated promising results in improving postural stability and
further preventing fall-related injuries among the elderly population.
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3. SKIN STRETCH FOR BALANCE CONTROL∗
3.1 Introduction
Neurological disorders are the leading causes of poor balance. Previous studies have
shown that biofeedback can compensate for weak or missing sensory information in
people with sensory deficits. These biofeedback inputs can be easily recognized and
converted into proper information by the central nervous system (CNS), which inte-
grates the appropriate sensorimotor information and stabilizes the human posture.
In this chapter, we introduce a form of cutaneous feedback which stretches fingertip
pad with a rotational contactor, so called skin stretch. Skin stretch at a fingertip pad
can be simply perceived and its small contact area makes it favored for small wear-
able devices. Taking advantage of skin stretch feedback, we developed a portable
sensory augmentation device (SAD) for rehabilitation of balance. SAD was designed
to provide postural sway information through additional skin stretch feedback.
In this study, our first objective is to develop a portable sensory augmentation
device that can induce skin stretch feedback at the index fingertip pad in response to
postural sway. Skin stretch feedback in this research aims to mimic the directional
friction that swaying subjects may experience at their fingertip when they are lightly
touching a stationary surface with their fingertip. Instead of actively touching a
fixed surface, subjects are passively provided light touch information about their
body sway by our developed wearable device. The second objective is to evaluate
the feasibility of the developed device as a sensory augmentation device that can
∗This chapter is based on the article c©2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Yi-Tsen
Pan, Han UI Yoon, and Pilwon Hur, “A Portable Sensory Augmentation Device for Balance Re-
habilitation Using Fingertip Skin Stretch Feedback”, IEEE Transactions on Neural Systems and
Rehabilitation Engineering, vol. 25, no. 1, pp 31-39.
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effectively reduce postural sway. As a feasibility study, postural sways of healthy
young adults with simulated sensory deficit were investigated. It was hypothesized
that augmented sensation via induced skin stretch feedback enhances quiet standing
balance more effectively when more sensory modalities are removed or not reliable.
3.2 Prior Work
Biofeedback systems translate bodily function information to sensory inputs such
as vision, hearing, or somatosensation so that individuals are provided extra cues
of their physiological states [49]. This concept utilizes biofeedback as a substitute
for, or as an augmentation to, the existing sensation so that the sensory signals
transferred to the CNS can be processed and recognized in more efficient ways [50].
Biofeedback has been known as an essential technique in rehabilitation for stroke sur-
vivors [51] [52] and the elderly [53]. Therefore, how to enhance the impaired sensory
systems or how to substitute the lost information with biofeedback is an important
issue for both clinicians and researchers.
A number of rehabilitation techniques and devices for maintaining standing bal-
ance or performing a qualified mobility task using additional sensory information
have been proposed and evaluated [50]. An audio-biofeedback system has been
used to show the capability of correcting postural sway by providing trunk orien-
tation information via auditory signal to subjects [54] [55]. There have been several
studies that aimed at enhancing human postural control for individuals with dis-
abilities, especially for people with visual or hearing impairments via vibrotactile
feedback [56] [57] [44] [58]. Due to its simplicity and safety characteristics, many
biofeedback applications for postural control using tactile vibration have been grow-
ing rapidly over the past decade.
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Skin stretch feedback can also be used to convey biofeedback signals to the
CNS [59]. The addition of this kind of simple shear tactile display would signifi-
cantly enhance the friction sensation to a haptic device. Moreover, such light skin
stretch could be easily perceived [60] especially at a fingertip pad, since a fingertip
pad is more sensitive to skin stretch than vertical skin deformation [61]. Its easy per-
ception, large contact surface, and the capability to provide both shear and normal
forces may make the cutaneous skin stretch a more attractive alternative for sensory
augmentation when compared to other types of biofeedback.
3.2.1 Light Touch
Another type of cutaneous cue, a light touch contact (contact force < 1N) of a finger-
tip on a fixed surface, has been shown, in several studies, to be capable of reducing
body sway in standing [5] [62] [6] [8] and walking [63]. The light touch works as an
additional tactile sensory input instead of a mechanical support [4]. Krishnamoorthy
et al. [64] showed that light touch can be applied on different body parts other than
fingertips to stabilize posture. Enders et al. [65] showed that subthreshold vibrotac-
tile noises at various locations of the upper extremity improves light touch sensation
in stroke survivors. Therefore, with the help of augmented sensation, individuals
with sensory deficits may improve their balance in daily activities, which eventually
could lead to enhanced quality of life.
While many studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of skin stretch feedback
in improving task performance using haptic devices in a virtual environment [26] [27]
or perceived friction magnitude [16], few studies have evaluated the efficacy of the
skin stretch feedback at a fingertip pad in improving standing balance. Additionally,
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portability is a useful factor because wearable sensors attached to the human bodies
can provide accurate and reliable information about humans’ activities and behaviors
in their daily lives [28]. Since portable and wearable sensors are not limited by
operation place (e.g. laboratory) and cable length, they have great potential in
home rehabilitation for patients such as elderly adults and stroke survivors.
3.3 System Overview
The system consists of a sensory augmentation device (SAD) that induces the skin
stretch at an index fingertip pad. A control unit, motor driver, and IMU are enclosed
in a waist belt. The schematic diagram and the fabricated device of our sensory
augmentation system are illustrated in Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.2 respectively. The
device’s detailed design and related control strategy are described in the following
subsections.
3.3.1 Skin Stretch Device Design
SAD was designed to induce skin stretch at an index fingertip pad (Fig. 3.2 a, b).
The DC motor (1524T009SR, Faulhaber, Germany) was mounted inside the SAD’s
housing where the subject’s index finger was inserted (Fig. 3.2 b). Skin stretch
feedback was therefore provided by the shearing between the contactor, operated by
the DC motor, and the fingertip pad (Fig. 3.2 b). Several contactors and housings
of various sizes were fabricated to accommodate various subjects’ finger sizes; we
created these using a 3D printer (Replicator 2X, Makerbot, Brooklyn, NY). The
weight of the entire device which subjects wore on their index fingers, including the
contactor, housing, and DC motor was approximately 20 g. An IMU (MPU-9150,
InvenSense Inc., San Jose, CA) was attached at the back of the waistline of each sub-
ject, which is the approximated location of the human body’s center of mass (COM)
(Fig. 3.1, 3.2 a). The data from the IMU were then used to monitor the postural
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Figure 3.1: Schematic diagram of sensory augmentation system. Inertia measure-
ment unit (IMU) measures the pitch angle of body sway while subject stands quietly
on the force plate. Contactor’s angular velocity is defined to be proportional to an-
gular deviation of pitch angle from the desired pitch angle (reference angle). When
subject tilts forward, the contactor rotates in clockwise direction, and vice versa.
The skin stretch feedback is then provided at subject’s index fingertip pad. Sub-
jects’ pitch angles and COP data are saved to evaluate the efficacy of SAD.
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Figure 3.2: System overview. (a) The system consists of a sensory augmentation
device (SAD) that induces the skin stretch at an index fingertip pad. A control unit,
motor driver, and IMU are enclosed in a waist belt. (b) DC motor is mounted at
the housing of SAD where subject’s index finger is inserted. Cutaneous skin stretch
feedback is therefore provided by the shearing between contactor operated by the
DC motor and fingertip pad.
sway of the subject during quiet standing. An algorithm developed by Madgwick [66]
was used to calculate pitch, roll, and yaw angles efficiently from the IMU data. In
this study, only pitch angle was considered to measure the subject’s postural sway
in anterior-posterior (AP) direction. An embedded control unit (myRIO, National
Instruments, Austin, TX) took the IMU data, computed pitch angle of a subject,
calculated the desired contactor angular velocity, and controlled the DC motor so
that the contactor maintained the desired angular velocity (Fig. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3). We
used an h-bridge type motor driver (L298N, STMicroelectronics, Italy) to provide
appropriate amount of power for the DC motor. (Fig. 3.2 a).
The IMU, embedded control unit, and motor driver were enclosed in a waist belt
so that it could easily be worn by subjects. The overall weight to be worn on the
waist is approximately 200 g. The IMU was fixed in the belt for acquiring stable
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Figure 3.3: Relationship between contactor’s angular velocity and pitch angle of
subject. In this example plot, the reference angle was set to 90◦.
estimate of COM displacement. Sampling rates of SAD, and IMU were 1 kHz, and
500 Hz, respectively (Fig. 3.1, 3.2 a).
3.3.2 Tactile Coding Scheme
To determine the desired angular velocity for the DC motor, a PID feedback con-
troller was implemented. The desired contactor’s angular velocity was defined to
be proportional to angular deviation of pitch angle from a reference angle which is
defined as the subject’s averaged pitch angle during upright standing. For example,
when a subject leaned forward, the contactor rotates clockwise so that the fingertip
pad is stretched backward, and vice versa. In this way, subjects were provided with
additional sensory cue (or augmented sensory feedback) of their postural sway. Fig.
3.1 and Fig. 3.3 shows the relationship between contactor’s angular velocity and
pitch angle. As expected, the contactor’s angular velocity tracked the desired angu-
lar velocity determined by body postural sway (pitch angle). The reasons for noise
presents in actual velocity (Fig. 3.3) are due to i) numerical differentiation and ii)
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encoder noise. However, implementing an online low-pass filter induced time delay
in the system. Therefore, to avoid the detrimental effect of the delay on the stability
of the velocity tracking, no filtering was applied to the output signals.
3.4 Quiet Standing Balance Experiment
3.4.1 Subjects
Fifteen healthy young adults (four females and eleven males; mean age ± s.d.: 26.4
± 5.6 years) with neither neurological nor musculoskeletal impairments participated
in this study. Prior to the experiment, subjects were given the instructions about
the whole experimental procedure by the investigator and the written consent was
obtained from each subject. Subjects were not informed of the function of device.
This study was approved by the Texas A&M University Institutional Review Board.
3.4.2 Experimental Protocol
Subjects were asked to stand quietly on a force plate (OR6, AMTI, Watertown,
MA) for 30 s with three sensory modalities and two sensory augmentation condi-
tions. The three sensory modality conditions included: i) No Deficit (ND), ii) Visual
Deficit (VD), and iii) Visual and Vestibular Deficit (VVD). Other than these, no
other instructions, e.g., trying to reduce skin stretch while standing, were given to
subjects. For VDD, subjects’ vision was eliminated by closing their eyes, and the
vestibular system was perturbed by tilting their head backwards for at least 45◦ in the
sagittal plane, which made the tasks more challenging [67] [68] [69] [70]. Under such
a head-extension condition, the plane of the vestibular organ is elevated relatively
to its normal horizontal orientation, which puts the utricle otoliths into improper
position. The vestibular sensory system is then perturbed and causes postural im-
balance [67] [68]. Subjects were put on an overhead safety harness for the protection
against unexpected falls. The two sensory augmentation conditions included: i) SAD
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is turned on (ON), and ii) SAD is turned off (OFF). Subjects wore the SAD on their
right index fingers (Fig. 3.2 b) and their arms were hung naturally by their sides.
When the SAD was turned on, the contactor rotated to induce light skin stretch on
the fingertip pad. The skin stretch produced by the SAD was mild such that subjects
felt neither pain nor discomfort at the fingertip pad. The belt enclosing an IMU and
an embedded control unit was wrapped around waist of subjects (see Fig. 3.1 and
Fig. 3.2 a).
The experiment consisted of two parts: i) practice session, and ii) main session.
In the practice session, subjects were instructed to stand quietly barefoot on a force
plate under three sensory modality conditions: i) ND-OFF, ii) VD-OFF, and iii)
VVD-OFF. Each condition was repeated five times. The purpose of practice session
was to measure the subject’s averaged reference angle while standing quietly. In
addition, subjects would familiarize themselves with the testing environment in this
session. During the main session, subjects were asked to perform the same quiet
standing tasks as in the practice session, with six sensory conditions: i) ND-OFF, ii)
VD-OFF, iii) VVD-OFF, iv) ND-ON, v) VD-ON, and vi) VVD-ON. Each condition
was repeated 10 times to remove random effects; there were a total of 60 trials in
main session. The order of the trials was fully randomized. A two-minute rest was
provided between every five trials to avoid muscle fatigue. Upon request, a five-
minute break was provided. The whole experiment lasted about two hours. Note
that in both practice session and main session, each subject wore the SAD at all
times even if there was no cutaneous stimulus provided.
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3.4.3 Assessment of Balance
A force plate (OR6, AMTI, Watertown, MA) and a data acquisition system (DAQ)
(USB-6002, National Instruments, Austin, TX) with a computer were prepared to
measure center of pressure (COP) and pitch angle data, sampled at 1 kHz and 500
Hz, respectively. The processed data was used to evaluate the efficacy of the SAD
system.
To quantify the postural sway during quiet standing, we examined multiple tradi-
tional COP-based measures [71]. Many studies have evaluated the postural steadiness
based on a single measurement [25] [4] [72]. However, it may not be sufficient since
some postural sway measures are not sensitive enough to distinguish various aspects
of postural impairment [73]. In this study, multiple traditional COP measures were
investigated both in time domain and frequency domain [71]. For time domain mea-
sures, we calculated the range, mean velocity (MV) and mean frequency (MF) of
COP in both AP and medio-lateral (ML) directions. MF is proportional to ratio of
Total Excursion to Mean Distance or equivalently to ratio of MV to Mean Distance.
Mean Distance represents the average distance from the centroid of COP [71]. In
frequency domain, centroidal frequency (CF), referred to as the zero crossing fre-
quency, was also computed to characterize the power spectral density of the COP
time series in both AP and ML directions.
3.4.4 Statistical Analysis
A two-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to study
the effect of availability of sensation and SAD on quiet standing balance. Significance
level was set to α =0.05 (SPSS, v21, Chicago, IL). The cross-correlation (XCORR)
function was used to identify the time delay between contactor’s angular velocity
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and COPAP time series. Correlation coefficient between two time series was also
calculated using MATLAB (R2015a, MathWorks, Natick, MA).
3.5 Experimental Results
Fig. 3.4 shows the correlation between skin stretch (SAD) and COP in AP direc-
tion. Fig. 3.5 shows four postural sway measures of COP data in both AP and ML
directions across fifteen healthy young subjects under three sensory modality condi-
tions with SAD on and off. The mean values of these measures across three sensory
modality conditions and across two sensory augmentation conditions are grouped
and listed in Table 3.1, respectively. In the following, we will first present how skin
stretch feedback could successfully control standing postural sway. We will then
show how the postural sway measures among different sensory conditions. We will
finally present how the SAD affected standing balance and how sensory deficits and
sensory augmentation interacted.
3.5.1 Correlation between Skin Stretch and COPAP
The time series of COP displacement in AP direction and angular velocity of a
contactor, denoted by ωcontactor, is depicted in Fig. 3.4. The example data was
selected from one of the subjects (subject no. 6) in VVD condition. Skin stretch on
the fingertip pad was generated by the contactor as it rotated at ωcontactor. Hence the
level of skin stretch can be represented by ωcontactor. Since the skin stretch was applied
only based on AP direction, we examined COP displacement in AP direction only.
The result shows that COPAP movement correlates ωcontactor with r = 0.88 and time
lags of 172 milliseconds. The average correlation r and time lag of fifteen subjects
are 0.82 (s.d. = 0.15) and 150 ms (s.d. = 22 ms) respectively. It indicates that
skin stretch (ωcontactor) is ahead of COPAP movement suggesting that SAD led the
postural sway of the subject in quiet standing.
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Figure 3.4: Time series of COP displacement in AP direction (black bold line) and
contactor’s angular velocity over 15-s period. The data was obtained from the same
subject (subject no. 6) in VVD condition. Positive correlations (r = 0.88) and
positive time lag (172 ms) are shown indicated that skin stretch (ωcontactor) is ahead
of COPAP displacement. Mean correlation r and time lag are 0.82 (s.d. = 0.15, n =
15) and 150 ms (s.d. = 22, n = 15) respectively.
3.5.2 Effect of Sensory Deficits
All parameters except MFML (p > 0.05) indicated significant differences among three
sensory modality conditions as shown Table 3.1. RangeAP and MVAP of postural
sway were the smallest when all sensory information was available (ND), followed
by when vision was removed (VD), and followed by when both vision and vestibu-
lar information was removed (VVD) (RangeAP : p < 0.001; MVAP : p < 0.001).
RangeML of postural sway was greater in VVD compared to ND (RangeML: p =
0.007). MVML, MFAP and CFAP showed greater values in VD and VVD conditions
than in ND (MVML: p = 0.001; MFAP : p = 0.014; CFAP : p = 0.001). However,
reverse order was shown in CFML, as CFML was greater in ND than in VVD (CFML:
p = 0.009).
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Value represents mean (standard deviation) for three sensory modality conditions
and two sensory augmentation conditions, and the interaction (sensory modality ×
sensory augmentation) p-values. Superscript denotes significant differences from
indicated main effect condition (p < .05).
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Removing sensory information (VD) or challenging balance condition (VVD) sig-
nificantly increased postural sway, which agrees with the previous studies [74] [14]
[12] [75] [76]. As expected, when all the sensory systems are functional, individuals’
postural control was significantly better, compared to when there were any sensory
deficits. However, only CFML showed the opposite result. CFML was greater when
all sensory information was available, compared to when both visual and vestibular
systems were deprived. CFML is proportional to the number of zero-crossing points
of the detrended data in the ML direction [34]. Prieto et al. [71] reported that CF
was positively correlated with the level of difficulties in standing balance. Also CF
was reported to be higher with the elderly than young adults. These may suggest
that when the quality of sensory information gets worse, more corrective movements
of COP may happens in more inefficient ways. However, it is still not clear why
CFML became smaller when all sensory information was removed. The only possi-
ble explanation may be that tilting one’s head backward with eyes closed somehow
helped CFML since it is not the same as completely removing vestibular information.
Future studies are needed to investigate this phenomenon.
3.5.3 Effect of Sensory Augmentation
From Table 3.1, no significant differences between SAD ON and SAD OFF were found
in the distance-based measures (Range, and MV) in either AP or ML directions. MF
significantly decreased in both AP and ML directions when sensory augmentation
was provided. (MFAP : p = 0.035; MFML: p = 0.005). CF significantly decreased in
both AP and ML directions when sensory augmentation was provided. (CFAP : p =
0.04; CFML: p = 0.002).
The effect of induced skin stretch feedback at the fingertip may seem to be con-
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Figure 3.5: Mean values for range, mean velocity, mean frequency, and centroid
frequency of COP in both AP and ML directions for each of ten trials under three
sensory deficit conditions (1: ND, 2: VD, 3: VVD). Each condition shows when SAD
is turned on (Grey) and SAD is turned off (White). Error bars indicate one standard
deviation. Significant effects are indicated for p < .05 (?) for comparison between
two SAD conditions within each of the three levels of sensory deficit conditions.
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tradictory. For example, RangeAP for ND significantly increased with skin stretch at
the fingertip pad, whereas MFAP for VD, MFML for ND, CFAP for VD, and CFML
for VD decreased significantly with skin stretch at the fingertip pad (Fig. 3.5). Since
the objective of this study was to examine the feasibility of the developed sensory
augmentation system for balance rehabilitation, we wanted to carefully investigate
how the proposed sensory augmentation system can enhance the balance of the peo-
ple with the simulated sensory deficits.
For ND condition, RangeAP increased, suggesting that skin stretch feedback may
have worsened balance in the AP direction when no sensory deficit was present.
Similar trends without statistical significance were found for RangeML and MVAP
(Fig. 3.5). These results seemed to disprove the feasibility of the device for bal-
ance rehabilitation. However, it was worthwhile to investigate the trends of these
variables when more sensory modalities were removed. For VVD condition, both
directions in Range and MV were observed to become smaller when SAD was on
compared to when SAD was off (Fig. 3.5). This was captured by the interaction
effects. There were significant interaction effects between sensory modality and SAD
for RangeAP (p = 0.019), MVAP (p = 0.044) and MVML (p = 0.027) (See Table 3.1).
For frequency measures (i.e., MF and CF), it is interesting to note that mean
values of MF and CF are always smaller for SAD ON condition compared to SAD
OFF condition (Fig. 3.5). These results suggest that additional skin stretch feed-
back induced at the fingertip pad corrected postural sway. The decrease of MFAP
and MFML in all sensory conditions due to sensory augmentation may imply that the
sensory augmentation due to SAD reduced the effective postural sway that may not
be captured by the mean values of some postural sways (e.g., Range, MV and Mean
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Distance). This may indicate that subjects reduced oscillatory movements of COM
in the presence of skin stretch feedback while making more total COP movement
that is proportional to the distance-based measures (e.g., Range, MV and Mean Dis-
tance). Increase in the total COP movement (proportional to MV) may indicate a
higher regulatory balancing activity required during quiet standing [77] [78]. Thus
we may speculate that subjects more actively controlled their posture while addi-
tional skin stretch feedback was provided. CF is associated with muscle and joint
stiffness [11]. CF may give us an insight on how well the postural control could
be achieved under different task constraints [72]. The significant decrease in CFAP
and CFML with sensory augmentation may imply that a sensory augmentation via
skin stretch feedback compensates some underlying neurological or musculoskeletal
disorders [78], therefore enhancing quiet standing postural control.
In the literature, MV was suggested as the most significant measure for separating
different groups (e.g. age) [71] and the most reliable among traditional parameters
[79]. In our study, no significance was found for the sensory augmentation effects in
MV, suggesting that MV may not be sensitive to sensory augmentation. However,
MF was found to be sensitive to sensory augmentation. Since the definition of MF
is the ratio of MV to Mean Distance, MF was able to capture the effective postural
sway that could not be interpreted by single variables such as MV and Range.
3.5.4 Interaction Effects of Sensory Deficits × Sensory Augmentation
The analysis revealed a significant interaction effect between sensory modality and
sensory augmentation in RangeAP (p = 0.019) as presented in the rightmost column
in Table 3.1. While applying skin stretch feedback, RangeAP tended to decrease in
VVD whereas it tended to increase RangeAP in ND and VD when compared to when
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SAD was turned off. Pairwise comparisons revealed that SAD significantly increased
RangeAP (p = 0.037) in ND. Similarly, SAD provided positive effect on MVAP for
VVD as it was slightly lower for VVD, but slightly went up for ND and VD con-
ditions with SAD on (MVAP : p = 0.044). SAD also tended to enhance MVML for
VVD condition (p = 0.06) whereas SAD did not seem to affect MVML for ND and
VD conditions (MVML: p = 0.027). Significant interaction effects were also shown in
MFML of postural sway (MFML p = 0.029). Pairwise comparisons of the interaction
categories showed that MFML tended to decrease more in ND (p < 0.001) than in
VD and VVD conditions when skin stretch feedback was applied. SAD significantly
decreased MFAP (p < 0.001), CFAP (p = 0.002), CFML (p = 0.023) in VD condition.
There were no significant interaction effects observed from RangeML, MFAP , CFAP
and CFML.
RangeAP for the ND condition worsened due to skin stretch feedback. A pos-
sible reason may be that during the ND condition, healthy young subjects already
had good enough quality sensory information in maintaining balance such that the
additional artificial biofeedback inputs may have interfered with the visual or other
sensory cues. In other words, skin stretch feedback may have caused distractions to
subjects during the ND condition. This is consistent with previous studies including
attention and control studies of posture and gait [80] [81]. Therefore, we postulate
that there could be a threshold of postural sway above which the additional artifi-
cial biofeedback may enhance the postural sway. On the contrary, when a person’s
postural sway is less than the threshold, the additional artificial biofeedback may
worsen the postural sway. Since healthy young subjects are assumed to be optimal
in postural control, their postural sway can be assumed to be less than the threshold.
Therefore, the additional artificial biofeedback can be distracting. However, when
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more sensory information is removed, their postural sway may become greater than
the threshold, and the additional artificial biofeedback may enhance the postural
sway. The existence of a threshold needs to be examined in the future work.
3.6 Discussion
In this chapter we presented a sensory augmentation system that is able to detect the
body sway angle by the integrated IMU and provides an additional cue of postural
sway by SAD. Unlike the existing techniques that require a reachable fixed surface,
our system offers a wearable device (SAD), which is lighter, smaller, less expensive,
more flexible and has better wearability compared to current laboratory-based pos-
tural control systems. Skin stretch feedback levels were regulated by the amount of
deviated pitch angle from a reference angle that could be detected by the IMU. This
light somatosensory feedback seemed to correlate with COP positively and was in
phase with body sway, which may demonstrate the feasibility of this sensory aug-
mentation system.
The correction of postural control with sensory augmentation at the fingertip can
be caused by sensorimotor integration at either spinal (i.e., spinal cord) or supraspinal
(i.e., somatosensory cortex) level [65] [82] [83]. Manjarrez et al. [84] reported that
random tactile feedback applied to the fingertip of a cat has increased spinal and
cortical evoked field potentials, suggesting both spinal and supraspinal level senso-
rimotor integration. Similarly, vibrotactile stimulation at the human fingertip pad
enhanced upper limb motor performances possibly due to the enhanced sensorimotor
integration at the spinal or supraspinal level [65] [82] [83]. Jeka et al. found that
COP displacement [5] [6] and left leg EMG activity [62] followed the lateral fingertip
force with a time lag of approximately 300 ms and 150 ms respectively, suggesting
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that the response may be a supraspinal long-loop pathway [85] [86]. Nashner [87]
found that a long-latency postural reflex (120 ms) helps to reduce postural sway,
which is usually classified as a supraspinal pathway [88] [7]. In our study, the time
lag was approximately 150 ± 22 ms (mean value ± s.d.) hence we consider that the
enhancement of postural control via skin stretch feedback may be due to sensorimo-
tor integration at the supraspinal level.
There may be several reasons why using a SAD for balance rehabilitation can be
useful. First of all, small size and light weight make this design a favorable wearable
application to neurologically impaired and physically weak patients. The weight
to be put on finger is approximately 20 g; the overall weight to be worn on the
waist is approximately 200 g. Therefore, the additional inertia added to the postural
control system is so small that it does not affect natural conditions of a subject [89].
Moreover, body sway angle is measured by the IMU which is small, light, and highly
accurate on measuring body orientation. Second, the whole system is portable so
that patients are not limited to the working space. Previous studies [5] [6] [8] [64] [7]
required reachable fixed surfaces or sizable laboratory equipment to obtain additional
somatosensory cues from fingers. It is not practical in their home rehabilitation. The
proposed SAD in our study allows patients to perform self-training in home or any
other place they prefer, which can help patients increase the dose and convenience
of the balance rehabilitation.
3.6.1 Limitation
Some limitations and potential future works of this study are illustrated as follows.
As mentioned before, SAD may be a distraction to subjects with good quality sensory
information while they are performing balancing control. This is partially due to the
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artificial nature of the augmented sensory signals. A different control strategy for
generating augmented sensory signals may resolve this problem. For example, instead
of deviated angle from the reference, sway velocity can be used to proportionally
induce skin stretch at the fingertip. The comparison between position-based and
velocity-based control strategy will be discussed in Chapter 4. Different populations
(e.g., the elderly or patients with balance disorders) can be examined instead of
healthy young adults with simulated sensory deficits Furthermore, because applying
skin stretch feedback at the fingertip may hinder the use of the hand and fingers and
eventually activities of daily living, we will investigate the effects of other potential
locations of skin stretch for balance control. A wrist-worn skin stretch device will be
presented in Chapter 5.
3.7 Summary
A prototype of a sensory augmentation system for postural control rehabilitation
has been developed using skin stretch feedback. The feasibility of the developed sys-
tem for balance rehabilitation was evaluated. The results showed that the sensory
augmentation due to skin stretch feedback at the fingertip can enhance balance as
evidenced by several traditional postural sway parameters even though there are sev-
eral improvements that can be made for better enhancement of balance. Overall, the
skin stretch feedback showed great potential in balance rehabilitation. The findings
in this study can also lead to development of portable balance rehabilitation devices
for use in activities of daily living.
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4. POSITION AND VELOCITY INFORMATION FOR BALANCE CONTROL
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, the development of a portable sensory augmentation system for bal-
ance rehabilitation using skin stretch feedback has been presented. The sensory
augmentation device proportionally induced skin stretch at the fingertip when sub-
jects moved away from their neutral position. Results have shown that the sensory
augmentation due to skin stretch feedback could improve postural stability as evi-
denced by several traditional measures of postural sway. In this study, both position
and velocity information of the body sway are considered as the reference to correct
postural sway during quiet standing. Most studies on wearable biofeedback device
have focused on correcting the error signals based on trunk tilt angle [47] [90] [44] [91]
or trunk acceleration [92] [55]. However, intuitively, light touch encodes the direc-
tional friction experienced by the users due to rate change of body sway, suggesting
that tactile feedback from light touch can be related to the trunk tilt rate, instead
of trunk tilt angle.
The objective of this chapter is to examine which augmented feedback of body
sway, position or velocity, is a more useful sensory feedback in quiet standing bal-
ance. Quiet standing balance of healthy young adults with normal and simulated
perturbed sensory inputs (vision, vestibular and proprioceptive systems) were tested
in this study. It was hypothesized that i) body sway velocity is a more natural
inherited form, compared to position, to perceive by subjects wearing the sensory




Postural sway velocity information was found to be a more accurate form of informa-
tion acquired by sensory systems when compared to its sway position and acceleration
information for human standing balance [16] [93]. If the sensory modalities providing
velocity information (e.g., optic flow by vision or changes of muscle length by pro-
prioception at joints) are removed or perturbed, the velocity information could be
inaccurately perceived, causing imbalance during quiet standing. Both direction and
velocity information of postural sway can be provided and augmented by additional
light touch on a stationary surface [94] [95] [7]. Moreover, it was found that postu-
ral sway was highly consistent with the driving frequency of moving surface where
subjects touching on, which emphasizes the important role of cutaneous feedback in
influencing the control of upright posture [95] [7].
Cutaneous feedback has been of great interest as a way of sensory augmentation
to improve balance [5] [8] [64] [45]. Jeka et al. [5] introduced the concept of light
touch for the standing balance and found that subjects with additional light touch
(with the normal force less than) at the fingertip on a fixed surface had reduced
postural sway in tandem Romberg posture. Skin stretch and skin deformation at
the fingertip provided subjects with additional information to identify the direction
of body sway. Clapp and Wing [8] showed a reduction in the COP fluctuations in
the sagittal plane when subjects were making light contact with their fingertips on a
fixed surface during normal bipedal stance, suggesting that additional sensory input
at the fingertip provides more robust regulation of postural stability. It has been
proven by partially blocking sensory afferents in human standing, which the light
touch effects were not due to the mechanical support on the fingertip but due to
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the tactile feedback [4]. Krishnamoorthy et al. [64] observed that body sway with
a light touch at the head or neck reduced more effectively than a finger touch; they
also found that modulation of contact forces resulted in postural sway reduction.
These two additional sources provided sensory information of a fixed reference point
in space and the transient force changes related to the body sway, respectively.
To better interpret standing balance in terms of stochastic process, stabilogram
diffusion analysis (SDA) [96] and invariant density analysis (IDA) [97] have been used
in the postural control literature in addition to traditional postural sway measures.
SDA suggests that the COP trajectories are not purely random and two postural
control mechanisms (i.e., open-loop and closed-loop) are involved in maintaining
quiet standing. This analysis was used to evaluate the effects of visual input [98],
age and fall status [99], audio-biofeedback [92], and plantar cutaneous sensation on
postural stability [100]. Hur et al. [97] proposed a stochastic Markov chain model
that characterize the long term behaviors in quiet standing. This technique can
provide specific information about the human postural control system and recreate
the actual sway behavior. It can also be used to differentiate the effects of age [97],
and vision and weight of air bottle [75] on postural control.
4.3 Sensory Augmentation System
The sensory augmentation system was developed based on the system described in
[45] to study whether the augmented feedback of position and/or velocity information
of body sway (in AP direction) is more effective than another. The whole system
consists of a skin stretch feedback apparatus, an inertial measurement unit (MPU-
9150, InvenSense Inc., USA), a motor driver (L298N, STMicroelectronics, Italy),
and a microprocessor (Teensy 3.6, 32-bit 180 MHz ARM Cortex-M4 processor). The
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Figure 4.1: Sensory augmentation system and experiment setup. a) The sensory
augmentation device induces skin stretch at an index fingertip pad with a rotating
contactor. The rotating motion of the contactor is controlled by a DC motor. b)
In the experiment, subjects were asked to tilt their head up with eyes closed, while
standing on a foam pad on the force plate.
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feedback apparatus consists of a DC motor (1524T009SR, Faulhaber, Germany) that
rotates a contactor to provide the skin stretch at the fingertip (Fig. 4.1 a). Various
sizes of housings and contactors were fabricated to accommodate for the difference
in subject’s finger sizes (Fig. 4.2). To absorb the pressure produced by the finger
joints while wearing the apparatus, the housing of the DC motor was fabricated
with 3D-printed flexible filaments (TPU flexible material) instead of the ABS-type
plastic filament used in the previous design. The material of the contactor remains
3D-printed in plastic filament. The IMU, control unit, and power source are enclosed
in a waist belt for estimating the static posture and computing the desired control
output for the motor. Control strategy for the skin stretch feedback of position on
stance was introduced in [45]. In the following section two other control strategies
will be introduced.
Figure 4.2: Various sizes of the feedback apparatus and contactors.
4.3.1 Augmented Feedback Strategies
Three types of feedback strategies based on different dynamical information of body
sway were used: i) augmented position feedback (P), ii) augmented velocity feedback
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(D), and iii) augmented position and velocity feedback (PD). For position-based
control (P) (which was proposed and used in Section 3.3.2 of Chapter 3), the amount
of skin stretch feedback is proportional to the body tilt deviated from the neutral
position in AP direction. That is, as the subject leans further away from his/her
neutral position, the contactor rotates faster in order to provide greater skin stretch
feedback. The relationship between the skin stretch feedback and standing posture
can be described as follows:
ωc = kp(θAP − θref ) (4.1)
where ωc is the angular velocity of the contactor, corresponding to the amount of
skin stretch feedback. θAP is the body tilt in the AP direction and θref is the neutral
position recorded in the AP direction. kp is the control gain. The control gains can
be tuned to ensure that all subjects would be able to feel light touch contact cues at
their fingertips. For all subjects, the maximum ωc was set to be 25 rad/s.
For velocity-based control (D), the body tilt deviation is ignored, whereas the
body sway velocity is considered. The relationship between the skin stretch feedback
and standing posture can be described as:
ωc = kdωAP (4.2)
where the ωAP represents the body sway angular velocity and kd is the control gain.
The amount of skin stretch feedback is proportional to the body sway velocity in
the AP direction. That is, as the subject remains still, even if s/he leans for-
ward/backward with respect to the neutral position, the contactor would not induce
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any skin stretch feedback; as the subject starts swaying back and forth, the contactor
rotates either counterclockwise or clockwise to provide the direction and magnitude
information to the subjects.
For position and velocity-based control (PD), the amount of skin stretch feedback
is proportional to the magnitude of body tilt and body sway velocity, which can be
defined based on the combination of aforementioned feedback strategies:
ωc = kp(θAP − θref ) + kdωAP (4.3)
Under such control approach, the contactor rotates faster to provide greater skin
stretch feedback as the amount of postural sway displacement and/or velocity in-
creases. All three feedback strategies were implemented in the sensory augmentation
system and can be selected manually for various experimental setup.
4.4 Quiet Standing Balance Experiment
The aim of this experiment was to examine and compare the effects of different
augmented feedback strategies on standing balance using our developed sensory aug-
mentation system. Three feedback strategies described in the previous section and
the feedback-off condition were tested on healthy young subjects to investigate which
control strategies more effectively aids in controlling posture during quiet standing.
4.4.1 Subjects
A total of ten healthy young subjects (age± s.d: 26.3± 3.26, range 22-31 years; three
females) were recruited from the general university population. These individuals
have neither been neurologically impaired nor had balance issues before. They were
informed of the experimental procedures and had signed the consent form before the
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experiments started. The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board
at Texas A&M University. Prior to the experiment, subjects were instructed about
the functionality of the skin stretch feedback apparatus as well as three augmented
feedback strategies.
4.4.2 Experimental Protocol
Participants were asked to put on the waist belt that encloses the inertia sensor at
the approximated COM location (lower back) and wear the skin stretch feedback ap-
paratus on their index fingers (Fig. ??). During the experiment, they were asked to
perform 30-s quiet standing tasks under different sensory modality conditions while
standing on a force plate (OR6, AMTI, Watertown, USA). The whole experiment
consisted of one practice session followed by the main session. In the practice session,
subjects were given about ten minutes to familiarize themselves with the device and
to understand how different augmented feedback strategies relate to their standing
posture. No data was recorded in this session.
After subjects were familiarized with the use of the sensory augmentation sys-
tem, they were asked to stand on a force plate and perform the quiet standing tasks.
Four feedback conditions combining two sensory modality conditions were tested.
For the sensory feedback conditions, three kinds of control strategies to induce the
skin stretch feedback, i) P ii) D iii) PD, along with the task without feedback (OFF)
were included. For sensory modality conditions, i) normal quiet stance without any
perturbation and ii) perturbed stance with simulated visual, vestibular and propri-
oceptive systems deficits were included. In perturbed stance, subjects were asked to
close their eyes, tilt their heads up at least 45◦ while standing on a compliant surface.
Under the head extended posture, the vestibular organs are offset beyond their opti-
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mal working range which could lead to the destabilization of postural balance [67,68].
A 2-inch foam pad was placed on the top of the force plate for perturbing stand-
ing due to the altered sensory inputs to both ankle joint receptor and cutaneous
mechanoreceptors in the foot [101, 102]. In the normal quiet standing condition,
subjects were asked to keep theirs eyes open, look straight ahead while standing on
a force plate without the foam surface.
A total of 40 trials of quiet standing task were performed in the main session
(4 feedback conditions × 2 sensory modality conditions × 5 repetitions). Normal
standing tasks were followed by pertubed standing tasks. The orders of these trials
in two standing tasks were randomized among subjects. During each trial, subjects
were instructed to “respond to the skin stretch cues by stabilizing their posture in the
sagittal plane”. In our previous study [45], it has been shown that the passive skin
stretch cues from the apparatus can be easily interpreted and responded by healthy
young subjects in a mean value of 150 ms (s.d. = 22, N = 15). In this study, sub-
jects were asked to have external focus on the postural cues at their fingertip and
control body sway accordingly. Break was provided upon request and a two-minute
rest was provided between every five trials to avoid muscle fatigue. The whole ex-
periment lasted around 40 minutes. Note that in both sessions, subject wore the
feedback apparatus throughout the entire experiment including the tasks without
skin stretch feedback. Subjects were also unaware of which sensory augmentation
condition would be performed in each trial.
After the completion of all trials, subjects were asked to complete a question-
naire to provide subjective ratings of skin stretch feedback intuitiveness, capability
of discerning cue direction and cue intensity, comparison among different feedback
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controllers, and feasibility of the system being used for postural control enhancement.
More details about questions and rating scales for subjective quality assessment can
be found in the next section.
4.4.3 Assessment of Balance
Standing balance performance under different feedback conditions was assessed by
the recorded COP trajectories of 30-s quiet standing. The COP data was recorded
by a force plate and a data acquisition system (USB-6002, National Instruments,
Austin, TX), sampled at 1kHz. The data were processed oﬄine using MATLAB
(R2018b, MathWorks, Natick, USA). To have a comprehensive view of the postural
control system and to better capture the effects of sensory augmentation during
quiet standing, three assessments of balance were adopted and introduced as follows.
For all three methods, COP measures were computed in anterior-posterior (AP),
medio-lateral (ML), and radial directions. Note that radial distance is the Euclidean
distance of the AP and ML distances.
• Traditional measures
Five traditional COP-based measures in time and frequency domains were cal-
culated and analyzed [71]. Four time-domain measures were computed: i)
the maximum distance travelled by the COP (Range), ii) root mean square
(RMS) distance of the COP, iii) mean velocity of the COP (MVel), and iv) the
area enclosed by the COP displacements (Sway Area). For frequency-domain
measures, the centroidal frequency (CF) was computed for characterizing the
frequency distribution of the COP displacements. CF is the frequency at which
the spectral mass is oncentrated, and can also be referred to as the zero crossing
frequency [71].
• Stabilogram diffusion analysis (SDA)
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Figure 4.3: Linear and log-log stabilogram diffusion plot in radial direction. Short-
term and long-term regions fitted by straight black regression lines are dominated by
the open-loop and closed-loop control strategies respectively. Stabilogram diffusion
parameters (Ds, Dl, Hs, and Hl) are determined by the slopes of lines fitted to short-
term or long-term regions. A critical point is defined as the point where the slope
changes considerably from one region to another.
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Collins and DeLuca [96] proposed that SDA could, from the viewpoint of
stochastic processing, provide several physiologically meaningful parameters
from the stabilogram. Study has shown that postural control system during
quiet standing can be categorized into two control mechanisms: the open-loop
and closed-loop. Fig. 4.3 demonstrates an sample plot of a resultant pla-
nar stabiliogram-diffusion plot generated from a subject performing 30-s quiet
standing. In the figure, there are two regions identified in both linear and log-
log stabilogram diffusion plots, short-term and long-term regions, which are
dominated by the open-loop and closed-loop control mechanisms, respectively.
The following parameters are introduced for characterizing the postural control
behavior.
Diffusion coefficients (Ds, Dl), which equal to one-half of the slopes of the fitting
line in the linear plot (Fig. 4.3), represent the level of stochastic activities of
the COP about the plane of support. The subscripts denote the short-term
(s) and long-term (l) regions. A greater Ds, as compared to Dl, reflects a
more random behavior in short-term interval. Scaling exponents (Hs,Hl), which
equal to the slopes of the fitting line in the log-log plot (Fig. 4.3), evaluate the
persistence/anti-persistence of the COP behavior. Scaling exponents suggested
that COP tends to move away from the equilibrium during short-term interval
(Hs > 0.5, persistent) whereas COP tends to return to the equilibrium over
long-term interval (Hl < 0.5, anti-persistent). The last two parameters are
critical point coordinates (tc, jc). A critical point is defined as the point where
the slope changes considerably from one region to another, representing by the
critical time interval (tc) and critical mean square displacements (jc).
• Invariant density analysis (IDA)
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Hur et al. [97] proposed a reduced-order finite Markov chain model for analyzing
the stochastic structure of postural sway, which provides insights of the long-
term postural control system behavior. This model describes the states (zero-
mean COP data) of the dynamical system and evolution of those states. It
was found that the distribution of COP over the state space would eventually
converge to a unique steady state distribution pi, known as invariant density.
Five parameters were computed as follows for describing the subject-specific
COP behaviors. Ppeak represents the largest probability of pi. MDist is the
average location (state) of the COP with the unit of mm. D95 is the largest
state at which there is a 95% probability on containing the COP. D95 has the
same unit as MDist. EV2 is the second largest eigenvalue of the transition
matrix and describes the convergence rate of the system to its invariant long-
term behavior. Entropy is the measure of randomness.
4.4.3.1 Subjective ratings
In addition to the quantitative measure of overall performance, qualitative scores of
additional postural cues on standing balance were also collected by a post-experiment
questionnaire. The questionnaire consisted of seven questions: 1) Can you discern the
direction of the skin stretch cues at your fingertip?, 2) Can you discern the intensity
of the skin stretch cues at your fingertip?, 3) Can you distinguish among three types
of controllers?, 4) What type(s) of controller was/were more intuitive for you when
correcting the posture?, 5) Do you think the skin stretch feedback helps correcting your
posture when sensory modalities were not perturbed?, 6)Do you think the skin stretch
feedback helps correcting the posture when sensory modalities were perturbed? and 7)
Will you recommend this device to be used by elderly or neurological disorder patients
in retraining balance?. For the questions 1 and 2, the ratings were represented by a
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7-point scale from “Very difficult” (1) to “Very easy” (7); for questions 5 to 7, the
ratings were represented by a 7-point scale from “Not at all” (1) to “Definitely” (7).
Comments were also collected in the end of the questionnaire.
4.4.4 Statistical Analysis
An one-way repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to ex-
amine whether the different sensory augmentation conditions have a significant ef-
fect on standing balance performance. Significant effects in the one-way ANOVA
was followed by post-hoc pairwise comparisons tests applying Bonferroni correction.
The pairwise multiple comparisons was applied to examine the differences between
all pairs of sensory augmentation condition. Significance level was set to α =0.05
(SPSS, v21, Chicago, IL).
4.5 Experimental Results
Measures of postural sway under four feedback conditions during normal and per-
turbed quiet standing are presented in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, respectively. In
Table 4.1 and 4.2, value represents mean (s.d.) across 10 subjects. Bold text denotes
significant dependence on sensory augmentation condition and superscript denotes
statistical significance between conditions (p < .05). Traditional, SDA and IDA
measures of postural sway in radial, AP, and ML directions are reported. Effects of
sensory augmentation among four feedback conditions (i.e., OFF, P, D, and PD) were
analyzed using one-way ANOVA and the posthoc pairwise comparisons were further
tested for each pair of conditions. The following sections summarize the effects of
sensory augmentation between OFF and all other three feedback conditions and the
comparison among these three feedback conditions. Results of the questionnaire
collected from all subjects are also presented.
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Range (mm) 9.44(3.45) 13.48(7.71) 8.88(3.59)d 11.89(4.84)c 0.016
Range-AP (mm) 16.41(6.59) 22.37(11.38) 15.56(6.22) 20.15(8.34) 0.015
Range-ML (mm) 8.49(2.23) 8.34(2.31) 7.26(1.27) 7.86(2.40) 0.2
RMS (mm) 3.99(1.44) 4.69(1.68) 3.65(1.44) 3.92(1.09) 0.27
RMS-AP (mm) 3.56(1.48) 4.24(1.82) 3.25(1.52) 3.51(1.19) 0.34
RMS-ML (mm) 1.66(0.48) 1.79(0.54) 1.53(0.27) 1.57(0.56) 0.62
MVel (mm/s) 7.62 (1.68)b 9.39(1.8)ac 7.56 (1.45)bd 9.26 (2.39)c 0.011
MVel-AP (mm/s) 6.12(1.3)bd 7.89(1.44)ac 6.09(1.23)bd 7.81(2.13)ac 0.01
MVel-ML (mm/s) 3.36(0.99) 3.67(1.0) 3.29(0.97) 3.57(0.85) 0.19
CF (Hz) .61(.12) .68(.14) .65(.16) .73(.09) 0.21
CF-AP (Hz) .42(.09)d .48(.06) .46(.11) .53(.06)a 0.08
CF-ML (Hz) .21(.07) .20(.06) .24(.08) .22(.06) 0.3























2/s) 10.23 (6.23) 16.54 (11.38) 8.21(4.46) 16(11.6) 0.06
Ds-AP (mm
2/s) 8.04(5.4) 14.07(11) 6.46(3.68) 13.99(10.06) 0.08
Ds-ML (mm
2/s) 2.24(1.18) 2.54(1.44) 1.74(1) 2.7(2.32) 0.38
Dl (mm
2/s) 0.97(0.86) 1.83(1.52)c 0.91 (0.89)b 1.05 (1.21) 0.043
Dl-AP (mm
2/s) 0.52(1.15) 1.45(1.57) 0.77(1.01) 0.76(1.01) 0.18
Dl-ML (mm
2/s) 0.11(0.14) 0.27(0.32) (0.14(0.1) 0.25(0.4) 0.54
Hs .71(.07) .76(.06) .71(.06) .76(.05) 0.07
Hs-AP .72(.07) .76(.06) .71(.06) .78(.05) 0.08
Hs-ML .69(.09) .72(.1) .69(.08) .71(.1) 0.5
Hl .15(.1) .17(.09) .16(.04) .11(.1) 0.76
Hl-AP .12(.13) .14(.09) .15(.06) .1(.07) 0.67
Hl-ML .09(.09) .18(.16) .17(.1) .16(.18) 0.35
tc (s) 1.59(.54) 1.72(.54) 1.21(.34) 1.41(.49) 0.17
tc-AP (s) 1.92(.42) 1.78(.52) 1.47(.44) 1.57(.52) 0.41
tc-ML (s) 1.51(.46) 1.31(.43) 1.3(.27) 1.35(.32) 0.4
jc (mm
2) 25.33 (13.05)c 41.96(32.44) 14.84(7.25)a 35.21(32.58) 0.014
jc-AP (mm
2) 25.34 (21.04) 37.67(32.61) 13.99(11.48) 31.88(30.29) 0.027
jc-ML (mm



















Ppeak .11(.11) .12(.08) .11(.07) .11(.09) 0.99
Ppeak-AP .07(.03) .10(.07) .10(.07) .12(.09) 0.25
Ppeak-ML .21(.17) .25(.18) .18(.08) .20(.12) 0.77
MDist (mm) 4.30(1.98)c 4.57(1.82)c 3.19(0.92)abd 4.07(1.09)c 0.006
MDist-AP (mm) 3.03(1.0) 3.91(2.15) 2.72(1.02) 3.52(1.26) 0.33
MDist-ML (mm) 2.17(2.1) 1.75(0.36)c 1.35(0.21)b 1.65(0.50) 0.024
D95 (mm) 4.29(1.98) 4.57(1.82) 3.19(0.92) 4.06(1.09) 0.006
D95-AP (mm) 7.09(2.17) 9.69(6.31) 6.67(3.01) 7.91(2.63) 0.45
D95-ML (mm) 3.18(1.47) 3.78(0.9) 3.04(0.71) 3.52(1.18) 0.24
EV2 .992(.01) .994(.01) .985(.02) .992(.01) 0.24
EV2-AP .99(.01) .99(.01) .987(.01) .993 (.005) 0.72
EV2-ML .98(.027) .971(.03) .976(.015) .969(.035) 0.12
Entropy 4.46(1.03) 4.35(0.9) 4.28(0.96) 4.47(0.77) 0.97
Entropy-AP 4.84(0.61) 4.54(0.84) 4.39(0.74) 4.38(0.74) 0.47
Entropy-ML 3.44(1.01) 3.07(1.08) 3.35(0.69) 3.37(0.9) 0.83
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4.5.1 Effects of sensory augmentation during normal standing
Table 4.1 shows that Range, mean velocity (MVel) of COP in both radial and AP
directions and Sway Area were significantly dependent on which feedback conditions
were selected (p< 0.05). Pairwise comparison indicated that position feedback signif-
icantly increased the mean velocity (in both radial and AP directions) and Sway Area
of COP compared to the condition without feedback. In PD condition, MVel-AP
and CF-AP both increased compared to OFF condition. There were no significant
difference between D and OFF conditions for all TRAD measures.
For SDA measures, Dl, jc, jc-AP and jc-ML revealed significant main effects of
sensory augmentation conditions. Pairwise comparison indicated that velocity feed-
back significantly decreased jc when compared to the condition without feedback.
There were no significant difference between P and OFF or between D and OFF
conditions for all SDA measures.
For IDA measures, MDist, MDist-ML and D95 revealed significant main effects
of sensory augmentation conditions. Pairwise comparison indicated that velocity
feedback significantly decreased MDist when compared to the condition without
feedback. There were no significant difference between P and OFF or between D
and OFF conditions for all IDA measures.
4.5.2 Comparison among augmented feedback strategies during normal standing
For TRAD measures, Range of COP was significantly smaller in D compared to PD
condition. MVel, MVel-AP and Sway Area were significantly smaller in D condition
compared to both P and PD conditions. For SDA measures, Dl was significantly
smaller in D compared to P condition. For IDA measures, MDist and MDist-ML
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were significantly smaller in D compared to P condition and MDist was also smaller
in D compared to PD condition.
For IDA measures, MDist significantly decreased in D compared to None. De-
creasing trends of MDist-ML and D95 were observed in D compared to None. A
similar trend can also be seen in PD compared to None. Compared P with None,
trends of increasing MDist and D95 and decreasing MDist-ML can be observed.
4.5.3 Effects of sensory augmentation during perturbed standing
Table 4.2 shows that Range (in all directions), MVel (in all directions), CF (in radial
and AP directions) and Sway Area were significantly dependent on which feedback
conditions were selected. Pairwise comparison indicated that velocity feedback sig-
nificantly decreased Range-AP compared to the condition without feedback. Both P
and PD significantly increased MVel (in all directions) and CF-AP compared to the
OFF condition.
For SDA measures, Ds, Ds-AP, Hs, Hs-AP revealed significant main effects of
sensory augmentation conditions. Pairwise comparison indicated that position feed-
back significantly increased Ds, Dl-ML and Hl-ML when compared to the condition
without feedback. In PD condition, Hs and Hs-AP significantly increased compared
to OFF condition. For IDA measures, EV2-ML significantly increased in P compared
to OFF condition.
4.5.4 Comparison among augmented feedback strategies during perturbed standing
For TRAD measures, Range, Range-AP, MVel (in all directions) and Sway Area
were smaller in D compared to both P and PD conditions. Range-ML and RMS
were smaller in D compared to P condition. For SDA measures, Hs and Hs-AP
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Range (mm) 19.23(7.44) 21.40(7.95)c 17.46(6.11)bd 22.98(8.41)c 0.034
Range-AP (mm) 33.07(12.32)c 35.01(11.56)c 28.32(8.92)abd 37.32(13.95)c 0.021
Range-ML (mm) 15.14(5.41) 18.96(8.54)c 14.91(5.89)b 18.10(7.22) 0.02
RMS (mm) 7.75(2.96) 7.96(2.24)c 6.77(1.99)b 7.83(2.29) 0.06
RMS-AP (mm) 7.04(2.84) 6.81(2.00) 5.89(1.86) 6.92(2.16) 0.13
RMS-ML (mm) 3.04(1.23) 3.80(1.87) 3.16(1.33) 3.51(1.27) 0.17
MVel (mm/s) 13.75(3.71)bd 17.24(4.39)ac 12.66(2.17)bd 19.35(6.29)ac 0.01
MVel-AP (mm/s) 11.60(3.1)bd 14.56(3.72)ac 10.54(2.03)bd 16.77(5.92)ac 0.012
MVel-ML (mm/s) 5.28(1.7)bd 6.7 (2.16)ac 5.06(1.0)bd 6.77 (2.38)ac 0.037
CF (Hz) .63(.14) .72(.12) .65(.12) .82(.15) 0.012
CF-AP (Hz) .44(.11)bd .53(.09)a .46(.09) .58(.17)a 0.02
CF-ML (Hz) .19(.05) .24(.09) .22(.05) .23(.08) 0.057























2/s) 33.71(19.5)b 49.18(24.74)ac 25.32(10.79)b 66.21(56) 0.01
Ds-AP (mm
2/s) 27.33(14.98) 38.98(20)c 19.71(9)b 56.43(52.33) 0.022
Ds-ML (mm
2/s) 6.58(5.6) 10.31(7.36)c 5.77(3.54)b 9.87(7.59) 0.08
Dl (mm
2/s) 2.59(3.91) 2.67(2.97) 2.01(4) 0.83(3.1) 0.45
Dl-AP (mm
2/s) 2.5(3.77) 3.24(5.6) 1.38(2.94) 0.64(2.62) 0.51
Dl-ML (mm
2/s) 0.03(0.52)b 0.65(0.81)a 0.51(1.1) 0.2(0.47) 0.06
Hs .78(.04)
d .81(.04)c .77(.04)bd .84(.06)ac 0.01
Hs-AP .78(.04)
d .82(.04)c .77(.05)bd .85(.06)ac 0.019
Hs-ML .77(.06) .78(.05) .77(.06) .79(.05) 0.8
Hl .07(.1) .11(.08) .09(.16) .02(.13) 0.33
Hl-AP .07(.14) .13(.16) .1(.16) .03(.13) 0.48
Hl-ML .03 (.12)
b .11(.08)a .07(.19) .06(.09) 0.05
tc (s) 1.62(.54) 1.48(.42) 1.7(.54) 1.51(.47) 0.75
tc-AP (s) 1.61(.56) 1.64(.57) 1.52(.41) 1.52(.52) 0.84
tc-ML (s) 1.55(.27) 1.53(.37) 1.53(.28) 1.67(.41) 0.6
jc (mm
2) 97.84(59.30) 115.9(79.1) 72.01(38.40)d 121.6(78.39)c 0.084
jc-AP (mm
2) 75.33(55.22) 93.69(63.2) 52.29(34.1)d 100.4(71.11)c 0.053
jc-ML (mm



















Ppeak .08(.05) .07(.03) .07(.01) .06(.03) 0.82
Ppeak-AP .13(.18) .10(.10) .06(.02) .10(.16) 0.35
Ppeak-ML .17(.08) .16(.11) .12(.04) .12(.07) 0.13
MDist (mm) 6.31(2.46) 6.75(2.06) 6.26(2.09) 6.67(2.14) 0.63
MDist-AP (mm) 5.28(2.29) 5.69(2.06) 5.36(2.24) 5.37(1.94) 0.88
MDist-ML (mm) 2.57(0.96) 4.05(3.59) 2.65(1.04) 2.97(1.1) 0.22
D95 (mm) 6.30(2.46) 6.75(2.06) 6.26(2.09) 6.66(2.14) 0.63
D95-AP (mm) 12.72(4.54) 13.50(4.86) 12.42(5.41) 12.93(4.27) 0.62
D95-ML (mm) 5.85 (2.04) 6.3(3.66) 6.07(2.85) 6.78(2.62) 0.27
EV2 .995(.004) .997(.003) .996(.003) .996(.002) 0.22
EV2-AP .995(.004) .997(.004) .996(.003) .997(.002) 0.1
EV2-ML .989( .007)b .994(.008)a .992(.007) .991(.008) 0.09
Entropy 4.69(0.64) 4.87(0.61) 4.81(0.32) 4.99(0.62) 0.82
Entropy-AP 4.7(1.09) 4.94(0.79) 5.09(0.39) 5.16(0.95) 0.64
Entropy-ML 3.55(0.6) 3.77(0.93) 3.9(0.54) 4.13(0.92) 0.18
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were smaller in D compared to both P and PD conditions. Ds and Ds-ML were
smaller in D compared to P condition; jc and jc-AP were smaller in D compared to
PD condition. For IDA measures, there were no significant difference among three
augmented feedback conditions.
4.5.5 Subjective ratings
For discerning the direction (forward and backward) of the skin stretch feedback
provided by the apparatus, the mean score rated from 10 subjects is 4.9 out of 7 with
a standard deviation (s.d.) of 1.6. For discerning the intensity level (e.g., strong or
mild) of the skin stretch feedback provided from the apparatus, the mean score rated
is 5.9 out of 7 with a s.d. of 0.74. To see if the subjects were able to differentiate the
effects of augmented feedback strategies, 40% of all subjects stated they were able to
distinguish all three types of feedback (i.e., P, D and PD), 20% stated they were able
to distinguish only between position and velocity feedback. 10% stated they were
able to identify either position or velocity feedback. 20% couldn’t discern which type
of feedback was being used. For comparing the intuitiveness among different feedback
strategies, 70% of all subjects found position feedback was intuitive to them, 20%
found velocity feedback was intuitive and 30% found the combination of position
and velocity feedback was intuitive. For the efficiency of the device in improving
postural stability, mean scores of 5.6 ± 1.35 (out of 7) and 6.4 ± 0.7 (out of 7) were
revealed for normal and perturbed standing, respectively. Subjects were also asked if
they would recommend the usage of the developed system in a rehabilitation setting,
mean score of 5.5 ± 0.97 (out of 7) was recorded.
4.6 Discussion
The reduced Range and RMS of sway trajectories, when the velocity-based skin
stretch feedback was applied, seem to demonstrate/support the ankle stiffening strat-
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egy, which models the whole body as an inverted pendulum with an increased stiff-
ness. This agrees with previous studies regarding the influences of secondary tasks
(e.g., internal/ external focus on touching [72]; articulation task [103]) on postural
control and suggests that this adaptive mechanism ensures a more active (increased
frequency of sway) and more robust (reduced sway) control strategy. Though the
increasing frequencies of sway were not observed in this study, present study confirms
the theoretical findings in [103] that if CNS provides sufficient body sway velocity
information, ankle muscle activation can be modulated in anticipation of the changes
in the COM position and therefore stabilizes the body. In addition to position infor-
mation, velocity information is essential in contributing to the regulation of posture
balance [104]. In this study, we found that with velocity-based feedback mechanism,
distance-based measures (Range and RMS) in AP or radial directions significantly
enhanced due to the sensory augmentation, which may imply that subjects learned
the mapping between different levels of skin stretch and body-sway movements more
quickly and efficiently by the velocity-based coding scheme when compared to the
position-based coding scheme.
Sketch et al. [105] investigated both position- and velocity- based haptic feedback
on cursor movement control, and reported that both position-based and velocity-
based controls were highly intuitively; and interestingly, some of the subjects even
preferred velocity-based paradigm. Bark et al. [106] suggested that subjects seem to
have better abilities in detecting changes in stimuli (skin stretch) than in the mag-
nitude of stimulus, which may also support the finding in this study that subjects
appeared to be more sensitive to body tilt rate instead of absolute tilt angle. Based
on the theoretical evidences, we have practically examined the important role played
by body sway velocity information in the control of quiet standing, and have found
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that the sensory augmentation with body tilt velocity information helps stabilize the
body sway more efficiently than position-based control mechanism.
Figure 4.4: Representative stabilogram-diffusion plots of all four feedback conditions.
In addition to traditional postural sway quantification, SDA and IDA were also
performed to examine the efficacy of SAD during quiet standing in terms of stochastic
processes. The representative linear stabilogram diffusion plot (Fig. 4.4) shows that
the slopes for both short- and long-term regions were less steep when velocity-based
feedback was applied, as evidenced by smaller diffusion coefficients, compared to all
other three conditions. This provides insights to the open-loop and closed-loop con-
trol mechanisms on postural stability and demonstrates a reduced random behavior
of COP when velocity-based feedback was applied. COP diffuses from the equilib-
rium point more slowly and COP is bounded within smaller regions. A decreased
Ds-ML may indicate that SAD affected more significantly on the open-loop control
of posture in the ML direction. A significant reduction of jc also implies one has a
smaller feedback threshold to reach its steady-state behavior.
Another method, IDA, gives a more comprehensive view on postural sway behav-
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ior and its long-term prediction. It shows that MDist and D95 significantly decreased
in the velocity-based feedback condition, suggesting that radial COP stayed closer to
the centroid. In summary, examination of both SDA and IDA showed an improved
postural control when the additional skin stretch based on velocity-related COM
information was applied.
We state that the removed vision and perturbed vestibular and proprioceptive
systems can be compensated by the additional skin stretch cues, which agreed with
previous postural control systems illustrated in [15, 18]. Even though weights to vi-
sual and vestibular sensory feedbacks reduced due to the simulated sensory deficits,
and thus, the corresponding velocity and acceleration information were not reliable,
respectively, additional time-derivative cues from the skin stretch feedback could
positively affect the sensorimotor integration to regulate the postural control system
properly. In the same line of logic, it is not yet clear whether providing sensory aug-
mentation of both body-sway position and velocity information is more beneficial
than just providing body-sway velocity information. Further investigation is needed.
The sensory augmentation system in this study employs portable and wearable
haptics technology to make self-rehabilitation feasible. In this study we have only
performed a one-time treatment on each subject. A longitudinal study is essential to
determine the feasibility of the skin stretch feedback as a long-term balance rehabili-
tation tool such that subjects can maintain the enhanced balance without the help of
skin stretch feedback after the rehabilitation program. Some improvements for the
next generation system are on-going; these include subject-specific apparatus design
and control strategy. Individuals have different sizes of fingertip and their skin sensi-
tivities can vary; it is important to determine how to make the device size-adjustable
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and make every user receives the haptic sensation more effectively. Elderly people or
neurologically-impaired patient recruitment are required for the future work. Effect
of stimulation location on the balance enhancement will also be examined.
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5. SKIN STRETCH FOR WEIGHT SHIFTING∗
5.1 Introduction
Physical interactions between human and machine are essential in facilitating ef-
fective physical therapy training programs. Nowadays, physical training frequently
involves robotic assistive devices such as prosthetics and exoskeleton or biofeedback
application. In this chapter, we present a wrist-worn skin stretch device that can
deliver directional sensory cues in response to individual’s weight shifting. We apply
lateral skin stretch on top of the wrist to render the real-time posture information to
the users. When designing such device, the mapping between skin stretch feedback
and postural sway movement must be simple and natural so that the directional cues
can be easily interpreted by users without increasing attentional demands. In addi-
tion, we introduce the concept of exergame combining both visual and skin stretch
feedback for users to be more engaged and motivated during the physical training
process. In this study, the two main objectives are
• investigating the feasibility of the developed skin stretch device in assisting
dynamic weight shifting control, and
• evaluating the efficacy of such skin stretch cues in substituting for missing
visual feedback
5.2 Related Work
Balance rehabilitation involving exergames has been suggested as a more sustainable
home-based training approach for all age groups [39]. From a human-centric per-
∗This chapter is based on the article c©2017 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Yi-Tsen
Pan, and Pilwon Hur, “Interactive balance rehabilitation tool with wearable skin stretch device”,
Proceedings of the 26th IEEE International Conference on Robot and Human Interactive Commu-
nication (RO-MAN), pp. 489 - 494, Lisbon, Portugal, August 2017.
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spective, a good physical training program should not only be thorough and effective
but entertaining so that users can feel motivated and are more willing to be actively
involved. In conventional balance training techniques, the ability to maintain the
body center of mass within the base of support while dynamically performing sec-
ondary tasks has been the common target measure. In the past few years, the game-
based approach has been introduced in balance training programs. For example, the
Nintendo Wii Fit balance board was used along with a desktop PC to carry out
exergames for balance rehabilitation purposes [43]. A Virtual Reality (VR) system
is also incorporated into balance training programs to create a more realistic and di-
verse environment [3]. These exergame-based interventions have demonstrated their
ability to improve individual’s balance performance in the framework of traditional
physical training programs while offering more flexibility and greater compliance.
Positive effects of these balance training interventions are not only shown in ex-
ergames or VR trainings but also in haptic devices. Wearable haptic devices using
vibrotactile instructional cues [91] [48] and skin stretch feedback [45] (as presented in
Chapter 3) in response to trunk tilts have been shown to augment the impaired or un-
reliable sensory systems and improve standing posture. In [107], the effects of visual
feedback, vibrotactile feedback, and multi-modal feedbacks on postural performance
were also compared for potential home-based rehabilitation. For people with neuro-
logic impairments such as stroke and spinal cord injury, the stimulus location is criti-
cal for the perception of cutaneous feedback. In this case, the arms, hands [45] [108],
head [48] or tongue [70] seem to be more suitable than the torso [91] [107] in terms
of available skin sites and wearability.
To facilitate a home-based balance training program for wider age groups and
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patients, we propose a novel interactive balance rehabilitation tool that combines
both gaming technology and a wearable skin-stretch feedback device at the wrist.
Wrist-worn devices such as a watch, or a fitness monitoring device have been widely
used for tracking the user’s movement. Most of these wrist-worn devices are based
on sensor technologies. However, growing interests in wrist-worn “actuators” have
been observed in recent studies for rehabilitation purposes. Wrist rotation guidance
using vibration [109], skin stretch [110] and multiple haptic displays [111] are found
to be intuitive and comfortable for achieving motor learning tasks. However, those
devices are mainly for the upper limb posture guidance; there have been no studies
investigating the wrist-worn device for balance training.
5.3 System Overview
The whole system consists of a wrist-worn skin stretch device operated by a DC
motor, a motor driver, a microcontroller for driving the DC motor and data acquisi-
tion, a monitor displaying an interactive program, and a force plate. Fig. 5.1 shows
a schematic of the system and what feedback modalities are provided to the user.
Each component is described in the subsequent sections.
5.3.1 Design of the Wrist-Worn Device
The wrist-worn device comprises six major components, as shown in Fig. 5.2. All
parts have been designed using Solidworks and fabricated in ABS material with a
3D printer (Replicator 2X, Makerbot, Brooklyn, NY) to develop a proof-of-concept
device. A custom pinion (labeled as “A” in Fig. 5.2) and a curved rack (C) are
designed to provide a one-dimensional shear force on the top of the wrist skin. A
contactor with a rough surface is integrated into the curved rack (C). The design
criteria of the contactor are to provide i) easily perceivable sensation to the skin,
and ii) directional and intensity information of the reference inputs. Therefore, to
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Figure 5.1: a) A schematic of the proposed system. The system consists of both
visual feedback and skin stretch feedback (circled in red) of the individual’s COP. A
subject swaying back and forth to reach the target defined by the experimenter. For
skin stretch feedback, contactor moves on the top of the wrist, providing position
error cues of the current COP. The subject needs to try moving the contactor back to
the wrist center point to reach the target. b) A schematic of the electrical hardware.
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Figure 5.2: Wrist-worn skin stretch device. Skin stretch feedback is provided by
the contactor connected to a curved rack (C). The rack is driven by a DC motor
(E) with a custom pinion (A) attached (D: motor housing). The rack and pinion
mechanism is housed inside two combined curved bands with the embedded track
(B). Two movable buckles (F) are attached at each end of bands to accommodate
various wrist sizes. User can wear and tighten it using two adjustable Velcro straps.
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effectively convey the cutaneous feedback and to avoid the desensitization and slip-
ping, we have designed the contactor surface to be small (8×10 mm2), and rough
(notched surface). The rack and pinion mechanism is housed inside two combined
curved bands with the embedded track (B). The custom track bounds the curved
movement of the contactor which defines the range of motion of the contactor. Ap-
proximately 46 mm curved displacement can be applied to the skin of the wrist. A
small DC motor (1524T009SR, Faulhaber, Germany) to drive the custom pinion is
mounted inside a motor housing (D). To accommodate various sizes and shapes of
wrists, two movable buckles (F) are attached at the end of both bands; the device is
worn and tightened using two adjustable Velcro straps to ensure that users can feel
the cutaneous sensation while minimizing their discomfort levels. The weight of the
entire device is approximately 75 g. More details on how to actuate the rack and
pinion mechanism by the DC motor are given in Section 5.3.2.
5.3.2 Skin Stretch Feedback Actuation
A 9V DC motor that actuates the contactor is controlled by an Arduino Micro
microprocessor board which is light (13 g) and small (48×18 mm2). An h-bridge type
motor driver (L298N, STMicroelectronics, Italy) was used to provide appropriate
control signals to the DC motor. The unloaded maximum speed of the DC motor was
about 1183 rpm (equivalent to about 1 m/s). To control the position of the motor,
the angular position was measured with its embedded encoder at 9728 counts per
revolution of the pinion (512 counts per revolution with 1:19 gear reduction ratio).
To increase the resolution of encoder inputs for the Arduino, a 32-bit quadrature
counter LFLS7366R (LSI Computer Systems, Inc., Melville, NY) was attached to the
Arduino Micro through a serial port interface. The desired angular position of the
motor was regulated using a PID controller. The maximum angular displacement
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of the custom pinion (attached on the motor) is limited to ± 150◦ to match the
designated range of motion of the contactor. The contactor’s position was always
initiated at the center that corresponds to the angular position of 0◦.
Figure 5.3: Skin stretch device worn by subject viewed from the side and the top. The
contactor moves along the top of wrist surface in response to the subject’s postural
sway direction.
5.3.3 Tactile Coding Scheme
The amount of skin stretch rendered to the user is determined by the user’s COP
movement along the anterior-posterior (AP) direction. Before actuating the skin
stretch device, its motion is calibrated based on each subject’s COP equilibrium and
the limit of stability. The limit of stability is determined by the maximum COP
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displacement in both forward and backward directions. The contactor location (θc)
is therefore defined to be proportional to the user’s current COP (xCOP ) in anterior-
posterior direction:
θc = θL · xCOP/xFL, if xCOP ≥ 0
θc = θL · xCOP/xBL, if xCOP < 0 (5.1)
where θL is the limit of the pinion angle (i.e., 150
◦), xFL and xBL are the absolute
value of COP limits at front and back respectively. Since users are asked to rest
their arms naturally (see Fig. 5.3), the movement of the contactor is aligned with
users’ COP movements as they sway back and forth. The proposed controller can be
defined as position-based control, i.e. when user stands still at his/her equilibrium
position, the contactor would move back to the center of the device (θc = 0
◦); if s/he
leans forward and reach the front limit, the contactor would move “forward” and
close to the device limit at one side.
Similarly, if the COP target position is set to other than the user’s equilibrium
position, the contactor’s initial position (i.e., the center of the device) will correspond
to the target position. Therefore, by applying the same position-based control, the
contactor’s location is then mapped to the error between the target and current COP
position within the COP range; Eq. 5.1 can be slightly modified as:
θc = θL· M x/xFL, if M x ≥ 0
θc = θL· M x/xBL, if M x < 0 (5.2)
where M x = xCOP − xT and xT is the pre-defined target position.
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5.3.4 Interactive Program
We developed an interactive program using Processing, an open source software for
the development of the graphic user interface (GUI). This program allows users to
visually check their current COPAP in an intuitive way and records their movements
for each trial. Target position setup and motor actuation are also controlled by this
program. Using Processing is beneficial for sending/receiving data to/from Arduino
due to the built-in library for a serial communication between Arduino. The COPAP
data recorded from a force plate can be easily collected and displayed on a monitor.
Fig. 5.4 shows a screenshot of the program. User’s current COPAP position is shown
as a red circle, along with its absolute value recorded from the force plate. The target
position is set by the experimenter and shown in the green circle in Fig. 5.4. The
purpose of this GUI is to i) evaluate users’ postural control performance by shifting
their weight on a force plate to reach the target with visual feedback only or both
visual and skin stretch feedback, and ii) provide convenient ways of data-logging and
test management by clicking the custom buttons. Additionally, the calibration of
the user’s posture equilibrium and measurement of front/back limit are performed
using the GUI.
5.4 Dynamic Standing Balance Experiment
The aims of this experiment are to i) identify the effect of skin stretch feedback on
postural control when visual feedback is available, and ii) determine if subjects can
still perform the same postural control task and reach the target by using only skin
stretch feedback after a short learning phase. Five healthy young subjects (age ±
s.d.: 25.2 ± 2.9, two females) were recruited to participate in the pilot test of the
proposed wrist-worn device prototype.
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Figure 5.4: Interactive program for visual feedback. Red circle represents the sub-
ject’s current position along with the text on the right. Green circle represents
the target position. Target positions are entered by the experimenter in each trial.
Subjects are blind to the target position indicated in the lower right corner.
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5.4.1 Experimental Protocol
This pilot study is composed of three parts and conducted in the following order:
visual feedback only (V), visual + skin stretch feedback (V + S), and skin stretch
feedback only (S). In each part, subjects were asked to stand on a force plate in their
normal stance, wear the skin stretch device on their right wrist, and let their arm
hung naturally by their sides. No talking was allowed during the test. Subjects were
required to perform postural control tasks by moving their body back and forth. In
each part, six subtasks were performed in a randomized order (see Table 5.1). First,
the experimenter instructed the subject to return to the initial position and set the
target position (subjects were blind to the target position at the lower right corner
of the display). When the target position was set, the experimenter double checked
if the subject is in the right position, and informed the subject to start the task.
Subjects were considered finishing one trial if they successfully reach the target with
errors less than 5 mm (i.e., dead band) for 1 sec. When the task was completed,
either the text “You have reached the target!” was displayed on the monitor or the
experimenter verbally informed the subject if subject’s eyes were closed. If the sub-
ject cannot reach the target within 3 mins, the trial would be considered fail and
s/he would be asked to try one more trial.
Table 5.1: Experimental setting for the dynamic weight shifting tasks
Initial position Target position
1 Center Near front limit
2 Center Near back limit
3 Tilt forward a bita Center
4 Tilt forward a bita Near back limit
5 Tilt backward a bita Center
6 Tilt backward a bita Near front limit
a. Level of body tilt was adjusted by subjects themselves
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For the last two parts that involve the skin stretch device, each subject was asked
to do the calibration before activating the devices. During the calibration phase,
the subject was instructed to i) stand still to calibrate for the posture equilibrium
and ii) lean as far as they can in both anterior and posterior directions to calibrate
the front/back limit. Each subject was given 5 to 10 mins practice session to fa-
miliarize themselves to the device and understand how the feedback relates to their
body movements. After the practice session, the same procedure as in the previous
paragraph was repeated.
For the last part, subjects were asked to close their eyes after they were at the
right initial position and tried to complete the task based on haptic cues from the
device only. A break was provided upon request and the whole experiment lasted
about 30 mins.
5.4.2 Assessment of Balance and Statistical Analysis
COPAP data, desired motor angular position, actual motor angular position, PWM
signal and time spending for each trial were recorded and post-processed using MAT-
LAB (R2016b, MathWorks, Natick, MA). Postural control performance for each sub-
ject was evaluated based on the movement time and the postural sway mean velocity
(i.e., the ratio of total COPAP excursions to movement time). Time series of COPAP
data and the actual motor angular position was compared, and their correlation co-
efficient was calculated using MATLAB.
For statistical analysis, a one-way ANOVA was performed to study the effect of
skin stretch feedback and availability of sensory modality on postural control. The
significance level was set to α = 0.05 (SPSS, v21, Chicago, IL).
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5.5 Experimental Results
Table 5.2 shows the mean (SD) of movement time required to complete the task and
the mean velocity of trials from all five subjects under the three sensory conditions.
Representative COP time series of the three sensory conditions from subject no. 2
are shown in Fig. 5.5.
Table 5.2: Dynamic balancing performance measures
Subject Sensory Movement time (s) Mean velocity (mm/s)
No. Modality Mean (SD) Mean (SD)
1
V 5.70 (0.80) 53.08 (10.88)
V + S 6.25 (2.25) 50.87 (6.79)
S 7.61 (5.16) 46.59 (16.9)
2
V 5.59 (1.52) 30.95 (8.36)
V + S 4.49 (1.78) 35.02 (6.82)
S 11.40 (4.49) 40.05 (6.27)
3
V 6.45 (1.09) 60.11 (16.2)
V + S 5.10 (2.01) 68.01 (20.21)
S 14.01 (11.51) 66.34 (19.12)
4
V 6.04 (2.37) 92.13 (34.81)
V + S 5.38 (2.9) 85.48 (32.94)
S? 13.73 (3.65) 80.29 (31.26)
5
V 5.93 (2.72) 68.87 (21.36)
V + S 5.65 (1.8) 75.35 (32)
S 10.50 (7.02) 80.94 (26.16)
?one trial failed
5.5.1 Motor Skill Acquisition
All subjects could map visual and skin stretch feedback cues to their standing position
and reach the desired target positions with available sensory feedback(s) (V, V + S,
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and S). Only one trial in S was found failed in the subject no. 4 because of a lost
contact with the device that prevented the perception of haptic cues. The average
time to complete the trial for all five subjects are 5.94 ± 0.34 s for V, 5.38 ± 0.65 s for
V + S, and 11.45 ± 2.62 s for S, respectively. Based on Turkey HSD post-hoc test,
S is significantly different from V and V + S (p < 0.01). The results indicated that
without visual inputs, subjects needed more time to precisely move the contactor
back to the center of the wrist. Fig. 5 shows that in all three trials, the subject
could easily find the correct direction of the target within around 2 s, whereas in
S condition (no visual feedback), more COP fluctuation was observed. The reason
might be that more time was needed for locating the current contactor position and
hence subjects were actively correcting their posture before they were informed the
task completion. It is also known that vision dominates other senses for spatial
tasks. With only tactile feedback, the training duration could also significantly
affect the performance outcomes. For mean velocity of completed trials, the average
for all five subjects are 61.07 ± 22.34 mm/s for V, 63.13 ± 19.77 mm/s for V
+ S, and 62.82 ± 18.88 mm/s for S. There are no significant differences among
three sensory feedback conditions. Since the mean COP velocity may reflect the
regulatory balancing activity for postural control [78], it suggested that postural
stability remained similar among these sensory feedback conditions while performing
weight-shifting tasks.
5.5.2 Effects of Skin Stretch Feedback
One of the goals of this research is to see if the additional skin stretch feedback can
aid postural control performance while reaching the target position. From the results,
even though no significant differences were found between V and V + S conditions,
it could be observed in most trials that COP fluctuation seemed to decrease more in
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Figure 5.5: Results of COPAP trajectories from subject No. 2 on postural control
tasks: A. Visual Feedback Only (V), B. Visual + Skin Stretch Feedback (V + S),
and C. Skin Stretch Feedback (S). Front/back limits of the subject, target position of
selected task are shown in blue and red lines respectively. 5 mm dead band is shaded
in red. The subjects are considered to have completed the trial if they successfully
reach within the dead band of the target (rectangle area) and stay within it for 1
sec.
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V + S trials (for example, see Fig. 5.5 A and B). This implies that when additional
skin stretch feedback was provided, it could feed the dynamical information such
as relative position or rate change back to the subjects and therefore helped them
stabilize their movements. However, in the self-reported questionnaire from each
subject, all subjects stated they relied mainly on the visual feedback to complete the
task, and it is uncertain that to what extent did the haptic feedback contribute to
each task. Future work may include more complex postural control tasks to evaluate
the effectiveness of additional tactile cues.
5.5.3 Skin Stretch Feedback Perception
To effectively provide skin stretch cues to users, the contact location, wearability of
the device and tactile pattern have been fully considered when developing the skin
stretch device. All subjects found that skin stretch cues provided by our device was
easy to be perceived as the contactor moved across the surface of the wrist. The
moving direction was also easily differentiated. No desensitization or uncomfortable
feelings were reported throughout the whole procedure by subjects. However, one
subject reported he could barely feel the contactor when it stopped moving. There-
fore, it was difficult to position the contactor accurately which forced him to slightly
move his body every time to move the contactor to find the current contactor po-
sition. A possible solution is to change the controller that only stops moving when
the desired position is reached, instead of using position-based control only.
5.5.4 Limitations
One challenge for wrist-worn device design is to accommodate the different shapes
and sizes of the human wrist. To avoid a twisted track while rotating the curved rack
along with it, the prototype housing has been made using the rigid material. Using
flexible material may resolve the sizing problem but also generate mechanical issues.
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Further studies on device design using flexible material and different mechanisms are
currently being investigated. A small number of subjects may have prevented accu-
rate statistical results. More subjects are being recruited to have robust statistical
interpretations. The force plate system we used for capturing COP data is expensive
and bulky for personal use and in-home training. The potential low-cost replacement
tool could be a Nintendo Wii Balance Board. Even though the lower accuracy and
higher variability of COP measurements might be expected, it can still be used for
the purpose of rehabilitation.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented an interactive framework incorporating both vi-
sual and skin stretch feedback to assist users in reaching certain target positions
by shifting their weights back and forth. An innovative, lightweight, and portable
wrist-worn skin stretch device has been designed to provide position and directional
cues for the desired position. The proposed system has been demonstrated to be
easily understood that all test subjects were able to complete the tasks by the aids
of the provided feedback. All subjects could complete the motor tasks by successfully
interpreting the skin stretch cues at their wrists after a short-term training. This
points out the potential use of wearable haptics in balance/walking rehabilitation for
people with visual impairments. The wearable haptic device can also serve as an in-
teractive tool to encourage and attract people who are in the long-term rehabilitation
program.
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6. SKIN STRETCH IN A WALKING AID FOR BALANCE CONTROL IN
SUBJECTS WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS∗
6.1 Introduction
Postural imbalance and falls are commonly observed in subjects with multiple sclero-
sis (MS). Balance deficits are reported as one of the initial disabling symptoms of the
disease [112]. Poor balance control is a significant contributor to the increased risk of
falling in people with MS [28,112,113] and is also associated with lower engagement
in activities of daily living [114]. Several studies have developed and evaluated inter-
ventions for maintaining and improving balance. It was found that the interventions
related to supplementary tactile inputs are more effective at improving balance and
reducing fall frequency, compared to balance rehabilitation aimed only at improving
motor strategies or than nonspecific rehabilitation treatments [115].
A new functionality for a conventional walker that monitors real-time balance
performance and provides this information to the user as a means of improving the
postural stability is introduced in this chapter. The reasons for choosing a walker over
other walking aids are the ease of use and its consistent orientation frame compared
to canes or crutches. The sensory feedback for posture is augmented via a skin stretch
device embedded into the handgrip of a walker. Studies have shown that skin stretch
feedback about the applied forces or direction of postural sway at fingertip can be
useful for balance control [6]. Significant physical stabilization is also observed with
touch contact of a cane at low force levels [116]. It has been suggested that touch
∗Parts of this chapter are based on the article c©2018 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from
Yi-Tsen Pan, Chin-Cheng Shih, Christian DeBuys and Pilwon Hur, “Design of a Sensory Augmen-
tation Walker with a Skin Stretch Feedback Handle”, Proceedings of the 27th IEEE International
Symposium on Robot and Human Interactive Communication (RO-MAN), pp. 832 - 837.
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contact on those mobility aids could be used to improve balance performance at a
sensory level [95,117]. However, the effects of light touch on gripping a handle while
using those mobility aids are not clear; Therefore, It was hypothesized that applying
artificial skin stretch feedback could achieve similar effects to that of light touch,
while persons with MS can still be provided physical supports with a mobility aid.
6.2 Related Work
6.2.1 Sensory Augmentation in Smart Mobility Aids
A crucial aspect in the development of smart mobility devices is to improve the
safety for the users. Sensors are attached to monitor the surrounding environment
or the states of the user. This information can then be processed for device actuation
(e.g., brakes and turn) or be provided to users via available sensory systems (e.g.,
visual, auditory and somatosensory systems). In this section we focus on the sensory
augmentation-based approach. For example, Hashimoto et al. [118] equipped a hand
force feedback system on a prototype walker that allows users to perceive obstacles
from the repulsive force generated as feedback on the joystick. Wang et al. [119]
and Pyun et al. [120] attached an obstacle detection system on a traditional white
cane to alert users via vibrotactile cues on their hands. The additional sensory cues
rendered on the hand were found intuitive and easy for navigating in environments.
A fall may still occur due to the inadequate posture or impaired sense of balance
of the users. Therefore, the device should continuously monitor the user’s state.
Martins et al. [121] present a safety feature that prevents falling in the anterior-
posterior (AP) direction by detecting the distance between the user and walker and
the handgrip forces. The walker will stop immediately once it detects possible falls.
This feature provides some mechanical support for fall prevention but it lacks the
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sensorial assistance for users to learn and actively correct their posture. Uses’ gait
performance or health can also be recorded over time, however, these information are
generally accessed by professionals only [122] [123]. Our work seeks to explore a new
functionality for a conventional walker that monitors users’ real-time posture and
feed this information back to the users as a means of enhancing their sense of bal-
ance. Haptic feedback is chosen to convey this information as other senses are easily
occupied by the environment. Furthermore, the high density of mechanoreceptors in
the skin allows us to easily interpret different kinds of physical stimuli.
6.2.2 Handhold Haptic Devices
Haptic devices should be easy and comfortable to use while delivering intuitive cues.
A large amount of work has been devoted to the development of handheld haptic
devices because of the dexterity and rich sensory receptors of the hand. Pasquero et
al. [124] present a handheld information device generating lateral skin deformation
on the thumb. Spiers et al. [125] designed a compact shape-changing device that
can render haptic feedback to users’ entire hand. Haptic controllers for gaming are
also popular in the consumer market and various devices have been designed to
provide haptic feedback at the fingertips [126] [127] [128] or in the palm [129]. Most
of these devices are portable and were designed from scratch which may limit the
applicability of such devices in other grounded devices. Ploch et al. [130] present the
design of a steering wheel with embedded haptic display. With the display directly
embedded into the steering wheel, users can keep the natural driving behavior as
well as perceiving feedback in the hand. Our design adopted the same concept for
keeping the original structure of the walker and further explored two potential skin
sites for haptic perception as gripping the handles.
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6.2.3 Directional Perception of Haptic Cues
Vibrotactile feedback is commonly used for rendering the spatial information by plac-
ing multiple motors on a specific body region. For example, numbers of vibratory
motors can be placed on a waist belt to specify for the same numbers of waypoint
directions [131]. Different type of directional cues such as (counter-) clockwise can
also be rendered by creating vibrotactile patterns using a 3 × 3 array of vibratory
motors [132]. This kind of feedback is easily perceived and implemented, however,
it requires more motors as the degree-of-freedom (DOF) increases which can be im-
practical when the skin area is small (e.g., fingertip).
To address the issues raising from vibrotactile feedback, many researchers have
explored alternative haptic feedback by deforming the skin for directional perception.
For example, Drewing et al. [133] present a novel multi-pin display that exerts lateral
displacement on the finger pad for eight standard directions. Gleeson et al. [134]
also demonstrate the efficacy of lateral skin stretch in communicating four cordial
directions at the finger pad. Other studies investigated the haptic cues while touching
a ground device for orientation and postural control [135] [8] [116]. Results from these
studies show that sway-induced shear forces at the fingertip can be processed as an
additional directional cues and aid in reducing the postural sway. Pan et al. [45] (as
discussed in Chapter 3) expanded their work by providing similar frictional sensation
on the finger pad with an ungrounded device. In this study, we will apply the
similar directional skin stretch presented in Chapter 3 to the fingertip and palm for
investigating the perception of direction and its effectiveness for balance control.
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Figure 6.1: A standard front-wheel walker with the sensory augmentation system
that includes: (i) a skin stretch feedback device embedded into the right handgrip
and (ii) a control unit together with the power source packed at the lower part of
the walker.
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6.3 Initial Design of the Sensory Augmentation Walker
6.3.1 Skin Stretch Feedback
To provide intuitive and realistic cues associated with the interpretation of direc-
tions, we have chosen to employ cutaneous feedback because the sense of touch plays
an important role for humans to interact with each other and their environments. It
is also broadly accepted among all populations. For example, physical therapists tap
on the shoulder of stroke patients to inform them the correct side for weight shifting
during walking. Individuals with impaired vision use touch sensation as a sensory
substitution, e.g., braille. Our skin, the largest organ in the human body, contains a
variety of sensory receptors that allows human to perceive different kinds of physical
stimuli. There are four different types of mechanoreceptors characterized by adapta-
tion speed to mechanical stimuli: fast-adapting (FA) I & II and slow-adapting (SA)
I & II. The density of FA I and SA I units in the skin is highly correlated with the
capacity for spatial discrimination [136]. In the hand, the density of type I units
at the fingertip is about five times higher than at the palm. The average two-point
threshold for fingertip and palm are about 1.6 mm and 8 mm respectively [136]. This
implies a minimum skin contact area at both locations.
Fig. 6.2 (A) shows the two skin contact regions while holding a handgrip which are
the fingertip of the middle finger and the center of the palm (displayed as red dots in
Fig. 6.2 A). To render the one degree-of-freedom (DOF) directional cues at these two
locations, we have chosen to apply skin stretch feedback in which body orientation
in the sagittal plane can be mapped directly from the skin stretch direction (Fig. 6.2
B). That is, when user senses a stretching of the skin from region’s back to front,
it represents a forward directional cue, and vice versa. An initial prototype was
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Figure 6.2: (A) The two primary skin contact areas (red dots) while holding a
handgrip. (B) Mapping of the 1-DOF skin stretch direction at fingertip/ palm (gray
shades) with the body orientation.
developed as a proof-of-concept. Section 6.3.2 details the device design.
6.3.2 Device Design
A conventional front-wheel walker made in aluminum was re-engineered as a funda-
mental structure to develop the initial proof-of-concept prototype (Fig. 6.1). The
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Figure 6.3: (A) CAD design of the skin stretch device embedded into the right-hand
side handgrip of a walker. The mechanism consists of two parts for producing lateral
skin stretch using a DC motor (a) and normal skin displacement using a micro servo
(b). (B) Section view and bottom front view of handgrip tube. Two sites including a
rectangular opening on the top and a 45◦ face cut-off along the tube were fabricated
for the installation of the skin stretch device.
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design comprises two parts for conveying (i) lateral skin stretch and (ii) normal skin
displacement, labeled as (a) and (b) in Fig. 6.3 (A) respectively. All parts, except
for the mechanical components (e.g., bearings and fasteners) that were purchased,
were designed using DS SolidWorks and printed in PLA material with a 3D printer
(Dreamer, Flashforge, USA, City of Industry, CA).
First, for the installation of the main part that provides lateral skin stretch, sev-
eral geometrical modifications were made on the right handgrip. They include a 45◦
face cut-off along the tube, a rectangular opening on the top, a slot on the bottom
and a M5 through-hole on the sides (Fig. 6.3 B). Skin stretch feedback is conveyed
through a haptic wheel (diameter: 30.5 mm, width: 8 mm) and belt-drive systems
operated by a small DC motor with a gear ratio 19:1 (1524T009SR, Faulhaber, Ger-
many). The DC motor, pulleys, and the haptic wheel are attached to a camshaft.
The camshaft is fixed on the walker body using a quick-release pin. The speed ratio
of the DC motor and the haptic wheel was set to be 1:1. The pulleys and the routing
of the round belts within the unit were well-positioned to ensure the handle can be
gripped easily by the users. A handgrip cover printed in flexible material was made
to improve comfort while gripping. For motion control of the DC motor, a Teensy 3.6
microcontroller, an h-bridge type motor driver (L298N, STMicroelectronics, Italy)
and a 9V battery are used and packed in a small box on the lower part of the walker.
The normal skin displacement is controlled via a custom cam rotated by a servo
motor (Futaba S3114 Micro High Torque Servo) connected to the same control unit
(Teensy 3.6) and fixed on the walker body. By rotating the cam, the shaft can move
vertically allowing a normal skin displacement of 5 mm at the palm. The normal
skin displacement is by default set to 2.5 mm. The entire mechanism weights ap-
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proximately 40 g. A close-up view of the skin stretch part and the physical prototype
can be seen in Fig 6.4.
Figure 6.4: CAD design (top) and the prototype (bottom) of the skin stretch device
from the left-side view.
6.4 User Perception Study
The purpose of this user study is to evaluate the functionality of our skin stretch de-
vice on rendering directional cues. Two candidate locations, i.e., palm and fingertip,
were tested to assess and compare the perception of direction in the sagittal plane.
The final design of the skin stretch device will be based on the preliminary results
gathered from this experiment.
6.4.1 Experiment Setup
A graphical user interface (GUI) was created to control the rotation direction of the
haptic wheel (referred to as the “tactor”) and to record the user data. The device
was connected to a PC via a USB port. Motor commands were operated using
Arduino IDE and the motor driver was used to provide appropriate PWM signals
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to the DC motor. The DC motor rotates clockwise or counter-clockwise in order to
deliver skin stretch cues in either the forward or backward direction. The output
cues are combinations of multiple speeds and durations of stimulus. Four speeds: (i)
55 mm/s (ii) 85 mm/s (iii) 130 mm/s (iv) 205 mm/s and three durations: (i) 0.1 s (ii)
0.25 s (iii) 0.5 s were chosen to determine a baseline for our device. These parameter
ranges were selected based on the pilot tests conducted by the researchers. The
effects of speeds were examined to investigate the minimum threshold on perceiving
the direction and to determine whether users are more sensitive at the slow, medium
or fast speed. The effects of duration were studied to determine how quickly the users
can react to a directional cue and to detect potential habituation problems from a
long-duration cue. A small hand-held portable controller with two buttons (“F” and
“B”) was made for the users to toggle between forward or backward directions (Fig.
C). The controller was held by the user’s left hand while the device delivered cues
at their right hand. Two front wheels on the walker were locked to provide a static
standing environment.
6.4.2 Experimental Protocol
A total of eight subjects were recruited (age ± s.d.: 26.6 ± 4.57, 2 females). The
experiment consisted of three sessions: (i) practice (ii) perceptual study at palm and
(iii) perceptual study at fingertip. In the first session, participants were instructed
on the functionality of the skin stretch feedback device and on how to perceive the
cues at the two skin sites. Participants were also given time to familiarize themselves
with the hand-held controller. The experimenter provided several practice trials and
checked if the participants could respond to the cueing sensation and were comfort-
able with wearing the device. A maximum period of ten minutes was given to prevent
any learning effects on one or both locations.
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Figure 6.5: Experiment setup. During the experiment, skin stretches are applied
at different locations in the fingertip session (A) and palm session (B). (C) The
participant stands quietly while holding the handgrip using her right hand and a
controller using the left hand to toggle between two directions.
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In the main sessions, i.e., (ii) and (iii), participants were asked to put on head-
phones while holding the handgrip with their right hand in an upright stance. Head-
phones playing white noise were used to minimize distractions from the sound of the
DC motor. Participants were also asked not to look down at the device and focus on
the cue sensation at their hand. A series of forward and backward directional cues
was given in a randomized combination of speeds and durations; for example, a 0.5 s
cue was given in the forward direction with speed of 130 mm/s. The trials included
12 combinations of speed and duration with 5 repetitions in both the forward and
backward directions. In total, 120 cues were tested in a randomized order in each
session. Upon request, the participants were allowed to retry up to one additional
trial on the same cue. If the skin stretch actuation was blocked due to normal hand
gripping strength, the participant was asked to adjust the hand position and to re-
lease their hands slightly. For perceiving skin stretch at palm, the participants were
instructed to touch lightly on the tactor with the palm while avoiding the fingertip
contact at the opposite site of the tactor (Fig. 6.5 B). Similarly, in the fingertip
session, subjects were instructed to touch the tactor lightly with one fingertip (e.g.,
middle finger) while avoiding skin contact between palm and the tactor (Fig. 6.5 A).
The participants used the portable controller to select either forward or backward
direction by pressing the “F” or “B” button respectively after receiving the cues
operated by the experimenter. The entire procedure, including break, took around
one hour to complete.
6.4.3 Post-Experiment Questionnaire
After completing the previous sessions, a questionnaire was provided to the partici-
pants for them to rate the overall performance using the semantic differential scales
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(1 - 7 rating scales). The level of comfort (1 = very uncomfortable, 7 = very comfort-
able), intuitiveness (1 = very difficult to understand, 7 = very easy to understand),
preferred speed (low, medium, and high) and duration (short, medium, and long) at
both palm and fingertip were surveyed. They were also asked to choose a preferable
location other than the palm and fingertip, and provide comments on the design of
the device, haptic feedback and experimental protocol.
6.4.4 Results
6.4.4.1 Perception of Direction
Fig. 6.6 shows the mean percentage of perceiving the correct direction across
all eight subjects for each of the combinations. Perception of direction at the palm
yields an accuracy rate in the range from 65 - 80%. Six of the twelve conditions have
accuracy rate over 75% (stippled boxes). Perception of direction at the fingertip
yields a range of accuracy rate from 91% to 99%. Four out of nine conditions obtained
no significant deviation from the 100% maximal result by Student’s t test (p > 0.05).
Figure 6.6: Mean percentage of perceiving the correct direction at palm and fingertip
under twelve speed-duration combinations. The shaded cells correspond to accuracy,
with darker color representing higher accuracy.
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6.4.4.2 Effects of the Speed and Duration on Discerning Direction
One-way repeated-measure analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to evaluate
if the perception of direction changes significantly among different speeds or dura-
tions. Fig. 6.7 shows the mean accuracy and its 95% confidence interval for speeds
and durations of stimuli for palm and fingertip. The results show that no significant
differences were observed among different speeds, for both locations. Similarly, no
significant differences were observed among different durations for both locations.
While no statistical results were found, perception of 130 mm/s (medium-high) cues
yield the lowest accuracy rates for both palm and fingertip. The reason for this
trend is unclear since this speed profile is characterized as medium to high in this
study. It will be worthwhile to investigate in a future study whether directional cues
are better operated at either low or high speeds. Similar trends without statistical
significance are also found in perception of 0.1 s (short) cues. A possible explanation
is that the response time for each user differs, hence the pulsing duration less than
0.1 might be more difficult to be processed in time, which identify a lower bound of
duration for delivering such directional cues. These results also imply that the ranges
of speeds and durations chosen in the experiment can be used in our device with no
significant difference in perception of direction. Further experimentation is needed
to investigate whether these two factors can be used for rendering skin stretch cues
of different magnitudes.
6.4.4.3 Subjective Perception
Qualitative analysis was performed using the post-experiment questionnaire. All
eight participants completed the survey and commented on the device performance.
The levels of comfort for the palm and the fingertip were rated both at an average
score of 5.3 (out of 7). One subject suggested to design a better enclosure for the
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Figure 6.7: Accuracy rates for discerning the correct direction at different speeds (top
row) and different durations (bottom row). 95% confidence intervals are provided.
device. Since the current prototype has an open structure, extra cognitive load may
be required for avoiding skin contact on other areas of the hand. This can be im-
proved in a future study. For the level of intuitiveness, the palm was rated easier
in mapping the forward and backward orientations when compared to the fingertip
(average scores of 5.3 for the palm and 5 for the fingertip). This is because of the
opposite skin stretch direction with respect to the spatial orientation when touch-
ing the bottom side of the handgrip. Some subjects interpreted the direction cues
based on the rotational motion of the tactor while others based on the direction of
skin stretch at the fingertip. Three out of eight participants were confused about
the right direction even though they could precisely perceive the direction change.
Two types of interpretation were observed: (i) skin stretch direction and (ii) rotating
direction of the wheel. In our default setting, users were asked to interpret the direc-
tionality of fingertip feedback using the skin stretch direction. One of the subjects
stated that it was not natural for the subject to respond to such a strategy. An
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adequate learning time is required for correctly interpreting the directionality of the
rendered cues. Some users suggested that the cueing strategy should be consistent
among users while some other stated that strategies could be adapted to each user
as long as the instruction was clear and enough practice was provided. The latter
statement was supported by the quantitative evaluation showing high accuracy rates
(approximately 95+%) for perceiving directional cues at the fingertip among all users.
Figure 6.8: Votes of preferable speed and duration from all test subjects (n=8).
Comparing the preferable skin sites on which the feedback is applied, the fin-
gertip is favored as six out of the eight participants chose this location while the
remaining two indicated no preference, agreeing with the experimental results. For
the speed and duration used to render cues (Fig. 6.8), seven out of eight partici-
pants chose medium to high speed paired with a medium to high duration for both
locations. Only one participant chose a short-medium duration and mentioned a
potential discomfort when perceiving strong cues at palm. All subjects stated that
they can identify a set of three different durations (i.e., short, medium, long) whereas
the varying speeds were not as distinguishable as durations. All subjects can identify
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two (low and high) out of four speed profiles used in the experiments but can hardly
specify all of the speeds. This implies that stimuli of varying durations may be more
suitable for representing cues of different magnitudes.
In summary, the participants were positive about the concept and believed that
this device may be helpful for people needing walking aids. However, further im-
provement of the hardware is needed. For the elderly, it is important to provide a
long and strong cue.
6.4.5 Summary of the Psychophysical Study
In the first half section of this chapter an initial proof-of-concept prototype that can
provide skin stretch feedback while holding the handgrip of a walker is presented.
Perceptual studies about how well users can discern the directions at two skin sites
are assessed and compared. It is shown that the fingertip is an ideal location for
perceiving the 1-DOF directional cues (forward and backward) supported by both
quantitative and qualitative results. The accuracy rates for perceiving the correct
direction at the fingertip achieved 95+% for all eight subjects whereas it fell down
to around 70% for palm. No significant differences were found among stimuli speeds
and among the stimuli durations with respect to perceiving the correct direction at
the two hand locations. When discerning the direction, a long and strong stimu-
lus is preferred by the subjects. To sum up, a new functionality for a walker that
can provide directional cues via skin stretch feedback is introduced. Such directional
cues can be used for augmenting the posture information and improving the postural
stability at the sensory level.
Further details about the full closed-loop system that detects user’s posture and
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provides feedback on balance will be introduced in the later half section of this chap-
ter. Experimentation evaluating the efficacy of skin stretch feedback in improving
the sense of balance among walker users will be presented in Section 6.6. The fin-
gertip will be the only skin site for rendering the directional cues. An enclosure that
covers the whole skin stretch mechanism will be fabricated to improve user comfort.
6.5 Full Closed-loop System of the Sensory Augmentation Walker
6.5.1 System Overview
A full closed-loop system of the sensory augmentation walker contains sensor, actua-
tor and control subsystem, as shown in Fig. 6.9. Skin stretch feedback is provided by
rotating a contactor at one’s fingertip pad while gripping the handle of the walker.
The rotating motion of the contactor actuated by a DC motor induces one DOF
directional cues in the sagittal plane. Detailed mapping strategy and device design
have been introduced in Section 6.3.2. Based on the preliminary user study, the
palm side for perceiving the skin stretch feedback is removed by a rubber handle
cover to prevent mixed tactile inputs. In order to examine the effect of fingertip skin
stretch embedded in a walker on standing balance control, an IMU is employed to
measure body tilt of a standing person. Measured data is processed by a Teensy
3.6 microcontroller (ARM Cortex-M4 at 180 Mhz) and calculate the desired motor
output for skin stretch feedback. Detailed controller design for calculating desired
motor output is presented in the next section.
6.5.2 Controller Design
6.5.2.1 Instantaneous Capture Point (ICP) in Standing Balance
The motor output was determined by the current body tilt position with respect to
the desired extrapolated center of mass (XCOM) position. The concept of XCOM
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Figure 6.9: System overview of the sensory augmentation walker. The entire system
consists of a waist belt that encloses the IMU, microprocessor, motor driver and
power source and a conventional four-wheeled walker that integrates a skin stretch
feedback device at the grip. Data is transmitted through a USB cable for real-time
data logging and data collection.
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is adopted for evaluating postural stability in this study. The general definition for
maintaining balance is to keep the body COM within the BOS [1]. However, some
studies argued that this condition is not sufficient in dynamical situation [137, 138],
which velocity of COM should also be accounted for. Hof [139] stated that the
position of the COM plus its velocity times a factor should be within the BOS for
dynamical situation. The XCOM can be represented as COM + ˙COM/ω0 where ω0
equals to
√
l/g, in which g is the gravitational constant and l is the COM height.
By placing the COP in the XCOM, the body can come to an upright stop. The same
concept was introduced by Pratt et al. [140] for studying the dynamical stability of
bipedal robot. XCOM is termed “Instantaneous Capture Point” (ICP). A capture
point is defined as a point where the humanoid robot can step to on the ground in
order to bring itself to a complete stop. ICP is the capture point at current time
step xICP :
xICP = xc + x˙c/ω0 (6.1)
where xc is the COM position in AP direction, and ω0 equals to
√
l/g as described
before. It should be noted that XCOM and ICP are the same variable but used in
different fields of research.
The vast majority of the existing studies using augmented feedback of body sway
only considered COM position as the control objective [], while the quantity in-
cluding velocity COM + ˙COM/ω0 should be considered for formulating a stability
condition, since the following holds: “for static stability, the ICP should be within
the BOS” [139].
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Under this framework, the controller as follows was implemented to generate the
desired motor output:
ωc = kp(xICP − xdICP ) (6.2)
where xICP and xdICP are current ICP and desired ICP, respectively.
6.5.3 Apparatus
There were only two minor modification of this design compared to the one intro-
duced in the Section 6.3.2. First, the upper side of handle inducing the skin stretch
feedback at palm is covered. From the preliminary study, fingertip is found to be an
more ideal location for perceiving and discerning the directional cues produced by
the skin stretch device, compared to palm. Second, the cam mechanism for the skin
surface deformation was not applied in this study.
6.5.4 GUI Design
A graphical user interface (GUI) program was developed for real-time data logging
and data collection during the experiments using Processing 3.4 (Fig. 6.10). The
program allows the experimentor to visualize the IMU data that estimated postures
of the subjects in real-time. The configuration of the walker system and controller
types can be selected via the program. The serial communication between the GUI
and Tennsy 3.6 is through USB.
6.6 Quiet Standing Balance Experiment
6.6.1 Subjects
Three MS patient were included in the study (mean age ±s.d.: 65.33 ± 2.51, 3
females; mean EDSS score: 6.5 ± 0.5, range 6 - 7). Patients were excluded from the
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Figure 6.10: Graphical user interface for real-time posture visualization, user I/O
and data acquisition.
study if they were unable to stand without walking aids, had orthopaedic problems or
other diseases/disabilities than MS that could affect their balance. All participants
provided written informed consent to participate before the experiment started. The
study was approved by both Institutional Review Board at Texas A&M and Univer-
sity of Texas Health Science Center at Houston and the experiments were conducted
at The Institute for Rehabilitation and Research Memorial Hermann in Houston,
Texas.
6.6.2 Experimental Protocol
A physical and physiological screening evaluation were performed prior to the exper-
iment. Subjects were asked to stand quietly on two adjacent force plates embedded
in a platform (BP400600-OP-1000, AMTI, Watertown, USA) for 30 seconds. They
were told to “stand quietly and not rely on the walker for balance unless it is nec-
essary.” A total of four conditions were tested including two sensory modalities and
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two sensory augmentation conditions. The two sensory modality conditions included:
i) Eyes open (EO), and ii) Eyes closed (EC); two sensory augmentation conditions
are i) No feedback (OFF) and ii) with skin stretch feedback (ON). Subjects were
given instruction on how to interpret the skin stretch feedback induced at fingertip
(Fig. 6.11). To prevent falls during testing, the subjects were spotted by a physical
therapist. Subjects were asked to put their hands on the walker handle and lightly
touch or slightly press on the contactor with the middle finger of the right hand. The
functionality of the skin stretch feedback was given to the subjects and they were
instructed how to correctly interpret the feedback prior to the experiment.
The experiment consisted of two parts: i) practice and baseline calibration ses-
sion and ii) main session. In the first session, subjects were instructed to stand
quietly on the force plate while gripping on the handle of the walker. His/her neu-
tral balance position was calibrated and recorded. Next, the skin stretch device was
turned on, subjects were asked if they can feel the skin stretch at their fingertip
and the minimum feedback threshold was tuned accordingly. After being instructed
the functionality of the device, subjects were given time to practice and familiarize
themselves with the device. They were asked to stand in place and move back and
forth slightly to feel the skin stretch cue. The specific instruction “if you feel your
fingertip is being stretched forward, lean forward, and vice versa” was provided. The
main session follows if the subjects do not experience any discomfort from the device
and have no questions in interpreting the skin stretch cues.
In the main session, subjects were asked to perform the quiet standing task with
eyes open or eyes closed, and with feedback was on or off. Each trial lasts 30 seconds
and each condition repeated five times. Total 20 trials were performed. For each
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Figure 6.11: Experimental setup for the MS subject in performing static balancing
tasks with the sensory augmentation walker. Subjects were spotted by a physical
therapist (right) to ensure safety during the experiment.
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trial, subject were asked to rely on the walker for support as little as possible, and try
to “avoid the contactor rotating by moving your body back and forth.” The purpose
for this experiment is to examine the effectiveness of skin stretch feedback provided
by the walker for the maintenance of upright stance.
The entire experiment took about 1 - 1.5 hours including the practice, main
experiment and break. Rest breaks were provided upon request. Subject’s feedback
was gathered at the end of the experiment: (1) their perceived ability to interpret the
intensity and direction of the skin stretch feedback, (2) how intuitive the presented
feedback scheme felt, and (3) the usefulness of such device in balance rehabilitation
and for people who needs walking aids. These qualitative measures, as well as other
comments on the design or the experiment procedure were collected.
6.6.3 Assessment of Balance
Static balance performance under different feedback conditions was evaluated by
recording COP trajectories of 30-s quiet standing tasks. Multiple measures of pos-
tural steadiness suggested in [71] were selected and evaluated in both AP and ML
directions. These postural metrics are root-mean-square (RMS) distance, range and
centroidal frequency (CF) of COP. The RMS distance were calculated as the square
root of the mean square COP time series; range of COP (Range) was computed as
the maximum distance between any two points on the trajectory. In addition to
time-domain measures, frequency-domain measure, CF of COP, was also adopted
from [71] and computed as the square root of the ratio of the second to the zero or-
der spectral moments. This measure can be interpreted as the variance of the power
spectral density of the COP, which is used to characterize the frequency distribution
of the COP displacements.
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Percent time in the desired region (PTDR) of body sway was calculated as the
fraction of time that COP was in the dead zone of a neutral standing position to
a 30-s period. PTDR was used to examine if subjects were able to respond to the
postural cues and remove it by returning to the neutral positions. Reaction time to
remove the feedback was defined as the average time period from the stimulus was
first activated to the stimulus was first removed in each trial. There could be more
than one reaction time segment in each trial depending on subjects’ postural stabil-
ity. This metric was used to determine how instantaneously can a subject remove
the stimulus during quiet standing.
The force applied on the walker grips during the trial was recorded using the
force plate system described before. The amount of force on the walker along with
the COP trajectories measured by the force plate system were collected through an
additional data acquisition system sampled at 1000 Hz.
6.7 Experimental Results
Fig. 6.12 presents various measures of COP trajectory during 30-s quiet standing un-
der different feedback conditions. Table 6.1 presents the results for the forces applied
on the walker (walker force), percentage time spent in the desired region (PTDR),
and average reaction time to remove the stimuli (Reaction time), respectively, during
each of the feedback condition. Reaction time were measured and reported under
conditions that skin stretch feedback was on. Table 6.2 shows the qualitative results
from the post-experiment questionnaire. The results of each subject are presented
in the following sections.
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6.7.1 Subject 1
Subject 1 was a 65-year-old with EDSS score of 7. In Table 6.12, mean value of
Range of COPAP decreased when feedback was ON during the eyes open tasks while
the RangeML of COP were similar for both ON and OFF conditions. For the eyes
open feedback ON conditions, RMSAP and CFAP of COP were smaller compared to
the feedback OFF conditions; mean values of RMSML and CFML were similar in both
ON and OFF conditions. Although the mean values of RangeML and RMSML were
similar during EO condition, higher variability were observed for the feedback ON
tasks. During the eyes closed conditions, opposite trends were observed for RangeAP
and RMSAP where the values were greater when the feedback was ON. CFAP , CFML,
and RMSML were similar for ON and OFF conditions.
Walker forces were similar between feedback was OFF and ON for both eyes open
and eyes closed conditions. While subjects applied around 10-N more forces on the
walker for the eyes closed tasks. The values of PTDR were greater for both ON
compared to OFF during eyes open and eyes closed conditions. The average reaction
time was smaller in the eyes closed condition compared to the eyes open condition.
For the post-experiment survey (Table 6.2), subject gave 7 out of 7 rating in level
of comfort and level of intuitiveness of the device. When considering the capability
of discerning the direction and intensity of the stimuli, subject gave 4 out 7 rat-
ings. Positive feedback were obtained which subject thought this device was helpful
for correcting the posture and balancing the weight during standing. Subject also
thought it would be easy to use for walker users.
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Figure 6.12: Measures of postural sway in both AP and ML directions under various
feedback conditions. (EO - Eyes Open, EC - Eyes Closed, OFF - feedback was off,
and ON - feedback was on)
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Table 6.1: Outcome measures under sensory modality conditions (Eyes open and
eyes closed) and skin stretch feedback conditions (OFF and ON). Mean values and
standard deviations (s.d.) of five individual trials for each subject are reported.
Skin stretch Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3
Amount of force applied on the walker (N)
Eyes open
OFF 33.18 (9.88) 25.63(5.63) 10.57(4.38)
ON 33.61(7.80) 25.04(5.03) 10.15(6.85)
Eyes closed
OFF 43.13(11.94) 28.78(3.30) 13.94(12.87)
ON 45.90(16.58) 27.52(4.19) 14.99(3.84)
Percent time in the desired region (PTDR)
Eyes open
OFF 0.39(0.25) 0.47(0.41) 0.94(0.07)
ON 0.52(0.29) 0.84(0.17) 0.97(0.06)
Eyes closed
OFF 0.17(0.11) 0.24(0.37) 0.51(0.68)
ON 0.63(0.12) 0.58(0.19) 0.86(0.30)
Average reaction time to remove the feedback (s)
Eyes open ON 2.38(1.86) 1.23(0.97) 1.07(0.95)
Eyes closed ON 1.60(0.37) 2.24(1.51) 1.27(1.47)
6.7.2 Subject 2
Subject 2 was a 68-year-old with EDSS score of 6.5. Table 6.12 shows that during
eyes open conditions, mean value of RangeAP and RMSAP of COP both slightly
decreased when feedback was ON. RangeML and RMSML of COP were similar for
both ON and OFF conditions. CFAP and CFML both increased when feedback was
ON compared to when feedback was OFF. For the eyes closed conditions, Range and
RMS in both AP and ML directions were similar in OFF and ON conditions. CFAP
increased during feedback ON condition and CFML showed similar results for both
ON and OFF conditions but for EC-OFF condition, there was a higher variability
in CFML.
Table 6.1 presents that walker forces were similar between feedback was OFF
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Table 6.2: Post-experiment questionnaire
Item Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3















Do you think it




Comments “I think it is a great
idea to help with balance.
I really thought about
standing straighter and
balancing my weight”
“I have MS so I can
hope this might be an
aide to help with balance.
My balance is okay, but
there are individuals who
struggle more with this
than I do. ”
“At first it’s not easy to
tell the direction of the
motor, it requires some
time to understand the
whole thing. The train-
ing time could be 10-15
mins. Was able to main-
tain posture to remove
the feedback.”
Rating scales: †1 (“not comfortable”) to 7 (“very comfortable”),‡1 (“difficult to understand”) to 7 (“easy to understand”),
∗1 (“barely tired”) to 7 (“extremely tired”), >1 (“very difficult) to 7 (“very easy), ‖ 1(“not at all”) to 7 (“definitely”).
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and ON for both eyes open and eyes closed conditions. And subject applied slightly
more forces on the walker under the eyes closed condition. The values of PTDR were
greater for both ON compared to OFF during eyes open and eyes closed conditions.
The average reaction time was greater in the eyes closed condition compared to the
eyes open condition.
For the post-experiment survey (Table 6.2), subject stated the device does not
cause any discomfort and barely felt tired during the experiment. Subject gave 6 out
of 7 rating in the level of intuitiveness and 6 and 5 out of 7 ratings for discerning
the direction and intensity of the stimuli, respectively. Positive feedback were also
obtained which subject thought this device was helpful for correcting the posture.
Although subject was not sure whether it would be easy to use among walker users.
6.7.3 Subject 3
Subject 3 was a 63-year-old with EDSS score of 6. Table 6.12 shows that during
eyes open conditions, mean value of RangeAP and RMSAP of COP both were similar
for both ON and OFF conditions. RangeML and RMSML of COP slightly decreased
when feedback was ON. CFAP decreased when feedback was ON while CFML were
similar for ON and OFF conditions. For the eyes closed conditions, RangeAP and
RMSAP of COP both increased when feedback was ON. While RangeML and RMSML
showed similar results for both ON and OFF conditions. CFML decreased during
feedback ON condition while CFAP showed similar results for both ON and OFF
conditions.
In Table 6.1, walker forces were similar between feedback was OFF and ON for
both eyes open and eyes closed conditions. Subject applied slightly more forces on
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the walker under the eyes closed condition. The values of PTDR were similar and
close to 100% for both ON and OFF during eyes open tasks. For eyes closed con-
ditions, PTDR was greater when feedback was ON compared to OFF. The average
reaction time was similar in both eyes closed and eyes open conditions.
For the post-experiment survey (Table 6.2), subject gave 7 and 6 out of 7 ratings
in level of comfort and level of intuitiveness of the device, respectively. For discern-
ing the direction and intensity of the stimuli, subject gave 7 and 6 out 7 ratings,
respectively. Level of fatigue was rated 1 out 7 scale. Positive feedback were ob-
tained which subject thought this device was helpful for correcting the posture and
believed such device can be useful for people who regularly use walking aids. Subject
also stated that there was a learning curve that after about 10 - 15 mins training she
was able to follow the skin stretch cue.
6.8 Summary
A new functionality for a conventional walker that monitors users’ real-time balance
and provides this information to the user as a means of improving the postural
stability. The effectiveness of the sensory augmentation walker on postural control
in three MS subjects was evaluated. Quantitative and qualitative results obtained
from the static balancing study demonstrated the potential benefits of incorporating
such sensory feedback into mobility aids for enhancing user’s control of balance.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
7.1 Summary of Present Findings
The major result produced by this research is a new framework for integrating skin
stretch feedback into balance rehabilitation by designing small, lightweight, and
portable biofeedback devices. The novel devices that provide real time feedback
of postural sway were developed for investigating the effectiveness of skin stretch
feedback in improving sense of balance during standing. The feasibility and value
of portable sensory augmentation systems were established by testing the balance
performance though static and dynamic balancing studies on healthy subjects or sub-
jects with neurological disorders. Experimental results have demonstrated that the
haptic cues can be easily interpreted by the subjects, enhance the sensation to body
movement, improve postural control in subjects. From control-theoretical point of
view, skin stretch feedback induced by the developed devices enhances the quality
of sensory cues of one’s postural sway information and hence assists the subject to
correct their posture during quiet standing.
Unlike previous approaches that require a stable surface or grounded devices for
light touch contact of the finger, these devices are portable and easy to wear while
applies light touch cues on the body parts. Such a small wearable device is also fa-
vored due to its flexible range of contact areas. Its portability gives it great potential
for in-home rehabilitation for the target population. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first portable balance corrective system using skin stretch feedback.
The differential effects of position and velocity information of body sway for
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standing balance were further investigated using fingertip skin stretch feedback. The
augmented velocity information of postural sway has been found to improve quiet
standing balance more effectively compared to position information and the combina-
tion of the position and velocity information, which supports the findings of previous
studies about the importance of body sway velocity in human postural control sys-
tem.
A framework incorporating an sensory feedback device into a conventional walk-
ing aid was proposed based on the findings in Chapter 3 - Chapter 5. This device
rendered users’ posture information as a means of improving their sense of balance
while supported by a mechanical device. Unlike the existing walking aids that pri-
marily offer partial weight-support and force feedback of surrounding obstacles, the
sensory feedback rendered by this device can encourage walker users actively engage
in postural control. The experimental results and feedback obtained from the mul-
tiple sclerosis subjects further demonstrated its potential for in-home self retraining
and daily use.
In summary, the novel rehabilitation methods using portable skin stretch feedback
devices showed great potential in improving sense of balance and reducing fall risks
among elderly or people with neuromuscular diseases. The findings in this research
can also lead to development of balance rehabilitation tools for routinely used in
home.
7.2 Recommendations for Future Work
Four paths can be followed based on the positive immediate effect of the sensory
augmentation system via skin stretch: i) Long term effects of a portable sensory
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augmentation device in balance retraining, ii) Effects of a portable sensory augmen-
tation device in elderly and other patient population, iii) Effects of a portable sensory
augmentation device in dynamic balance during gait, and iv) Integration of a sensory
augmentation device with robotics assistive devices, such as lower-limb exoskeleton
or prosthesis. Eventually, we hope that with this multidimensional rehabilitative
approach, i.e., combination of a robotics exoskeleton and a sensory feedback device,
it could facilitate motor learning and more patients with various injury levels could
experience an enhanced sense of balance and eventually become independent.
Figure 7.1: The long-term goal of this research is to accelerate the development of
effective balance rehabilitation methods and eventually enhance the quality of life in
people with neuromuscular diseases.
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